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More Calloway
Women Working

In Calloway County, women at work
is the order of the day. Each passing
year finds more and more women in the
labor force.
The current figures indicate that
some 38.7 per cent of the local female
population over the age of 16 are now
employed outside the home or are
looking for such employment.
In actual number, according to the
latest findings, close to 4,350 local
women, out of a total of 11,860 of
working age, are in the labor force.
They are filling jobs in offices, in
retail stores, in factories, in the
educational and health fields and in a

Kindergarten
Program Still
Open At MSU
Parents may still enroll their fiveyear-old children in the kindergarten
program to be offered by the Department of Child Studies at Murray State
University this fall.
Dr. Charles May, departmental
chairman, said each of four classes
planned for the upcerning year will
accommodate approximately 20
children. Two classes will meet from
8:30 to 11 a.m. and two will meet from
12:30 to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
To begin on Tuesday, Sept. 7, classes
will meet in rooms in the south wing of
the main floor of the Early Childhood
Center, formerly the University School.#
Tuition is $25 a month for each child.
Teachers will be certified kindergarten teachers with advanced
training in early childhood education,
according to May.
"Helping children to understand
themselves and the world around them
Is the primary focus of our successoriented program," May explained.
"They are involved in both small and
large group activities as they explore
new materials and new situations that
are conducive to the development of
positive self-images."
Noting that children will be accept( d
on a first-come, first-served basis for
both morning and afternoon classes,
May urged parents who are interested
in enrolling their children to call him
immediately at 762-3826 or 762-3827.

,Fair and Mild
Fair and mild tonight, low in the
upper 50s to mid 60s. Partly cloudy and
warmer Tuesday, high in the upper 80s
to low 90s. Wednesday increasing
cloudiness with a chance of showers.

wide variety of other occupations.
There is little that remains closed to
them any more. In contrast to the 36.7 per cent of
Calloway County's female population
now in the labor force, there were only
27.4 per cent in 1960.
The average nationally is 39.8 per
cent. It ranges considerably above and
beloW that level in other sections of the
country.
The changes that have taken place
are depicted in facts and figures
compiled by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics,.. the Department of Commerce and others.
They show that women have
drastically altered the job market in
the past decade or two. The number of
them in the labor force has increased
from 23,240,000 in 1960 to 31,500,000 in
1970 and to nearly 38,000,000 at the
present time.
Much of the increase has been due to
married women, especially .those of
middle age, who have more time on
their hands now that their children
have grown up.
Among younger women, also, the
trend is toward outside jobs rather than
toward housework. A survey by the
Institute of Life Insurance finds that
only one-fourth of those under 25 prefer
the housewife role.
The net result is that a greater
proportion 44 jobs are held by women
than ever before and, consequently a
larger proportion of families have more
than one income.
In Calloway County's regional area,
an estimated 37.9 per cent of those
employed are women. Nationally,
women have 40 per cent of the jobs.

Man Injured
. As Boat Burns
An Arkansas man was treated and
released for injuries sustained when a
boat he was pulling_ behind his car
caught fire this motAng on Highway
280 east of Murray.
Members of-the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Unit responded to the call,
and said the fire started in the electrical system of khe boat. The boat was
listed as a total loss.
r

Police investigate
Apartment Burglary
Murray City Police have reported the
apparent theft of stereo equipment
from the home of Kenneth Atwater,
161711 Farmer,over the weekend.
Officers said today that Atwater is
out of town and a complete list of items
taken is not available. Entry was
gained by forcing the door lock.

COUNTY FAIR CONCLUDES—Mrs. Charles Roberts was the winner of
the $1,500 drawing held Saturday at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. Tlie drawing was held during the annual tractor pull at the fair, which
attracted an overfloiv crowd. The horse and mule pulling was also held
Saturday morning at the fairgrounds.

BEEF CATTLE SHOW WINNERS— Winners in the beef cattle show held
Friday at the Murray-Calloway County Fair were, from left, David Heathcott, 4-H showmanship; Lisa Hale, reserve grand champion steer Jimmy
Hale, grand champion steer and showmanship FFk, Pam Farmer, grand
likChampion heifer, open show, and Kelly Lovings, grand champion,4-H.

-

Murray State University has been
bequeathed more than $100,008from the
estate of the late Dr. V. D. Bohannon,a
retired Hopkinsville veterinarian.
With exception of $20,000 and
household furniture, which he left te a
friend, Dr. Bohannon, who died May 30,
directed in his will that the rest of his
estate, valued at more than $124,000, be
applied to the Grace Bohannon
,yeterinary Medicine Scholarship Fund
it Murray State.
It was Dr. Bohannon who established
the scholarship with a $1,000 contribution in memory of his wife in
February, 1974. Mrs. Bohannon,- the
former Grace Hadden of Todd County,

New Students
Should Report
On Wednesday
Ronald McAlister, principal of
Calloway County High School, has
requested all new students in grades
nine through twelve who have moved
Into the Calloway County school district
this year to report to the school on
Wednesday, July 21, from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m. for registration for the 1976-77
school year.
This registration is necessary in
order to complete the schedule of
classes for the fall term, McAlister
said.
1977 seniors at Calloway County High
will have their pictures made for
the 1977 school yearbook orrhionda
and Tuesday, July 26 and 27, at the
Holiday Inn, Murray. Hours for the
seniors to have their pictures taken will
be from 8:30 a.m.to 4:00 p.m.
Principal McAlister said each senior
should have received a letter regarding
having the pictures made; but if any
were missed, they are asked to come to
the Holiday Inn either Monday or
Tuesday.
stotss
. Isao,sas44.

dieckn November,1173.
Upon Dr. Bohannon's direction, the
scholarship fund was established to
enable Murray State to assist students
accepted for degrees in the University's
-proposed School of Veterinary
Medicine.
The first ever established in Kentucky to help Kentuckians to become
veterinarians, the perpetual program
will provide, when fully developed,
financial aid for qualified Murray State
University graduates going into
veterinary medicine.
"Dr. Bohannon's bequest reflects his
long and great interest in the establishment of a School of Veterinary
Medicine at Murray State," said Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, president of the
University.
"The lives and careers of the many
young men and women who will be
helped through the Bohannon
Scholarship program will be living
memorials to his thoughtfulness and
generosity."
A bill, proposing the establishment of
a School of Veterinary Medicine at
Murray State, was seriously considered
by the 1974 General Assembly and
passed the Senate. It was referred to
the State Government Committee of the
House of Representatives, but was
never reported out to the floor.

Fire Department
Responds To Calls
The Murray City Fire Department
was called to 1305 Main over the
weekend, where a fire had originated in
an upstairs room.
Extensive damage was reported to
the dwelling, owned by T. C. Emerson.
Firemen were also called this
morning to a car fire at 16th and Olive.
The car was owned by Patty Colson,
according to records.
The fire originated in the electrical
system and was out when firemen

anived.

New Series Features
Unforgettable Photos

STUART AUTOGRAPH—Eight-year-old Jennifer Jarrett of New.Concord
watches as author and poet Jesse Stuart autograplik her copy of one of the
books he has written at an autograph party on the campus of Murray State
University Thursday.,Waiting her turn behind Jennifer is her 10-year-old'
sistetMichelle, They ire the 41tIghters,of Mr.and Mrs. Odell Jarrett. Stuart,
come known aroend te-*
the Greenup County writer whose works have lieworld, is directing and teaching in the sixth )esie Shiiit-Creative Wrffing
Workshop at Murray State. The three-week workshop July 12-30 includes
courses in the short-story, novel, writing for children, poetry, am)special artides.

'Pops' Concert
To Be Held At
MSU Thursday

University Receives $100,000
Bequest From Bohannon Estate

"At That Moment," a series of some of the most memorable photographs
ever taken, will be featured in The Murray Ledger & Times starting
Tuesday,July 20.
Taken from the files of The Associated Press,"At That Moment" brings
'history alive or touches nostalgic memories or brings back scenes of great
tragedy in one of the most significant series of photographs ever assembled.
Many of the photos were taken to staff photographers of the AP, of which
this newspaper is a member. Many others were shot by men and women
working for newspapers here and abroad; and still others were taken by
amateurs
who just happened to be on the scene.
•
The series starts with the strikingebf the golden spike that connected
America's first transcontinental railroad;,the days of prohibition; the dust
,days of the depression; a scene on a chain gang; Hitler dancing a fig.,.
the D-Day invasion, plus many, many others that will stir the reader's
memory.
That's what "At That Moment" is all about. Watch for it in The Murray
Ledger & Times beginning Tuesria

A native of Louisville, Dr. Bohannon
graduated
the
from
Indfana
Veterinary College in Indianapolis in
(See Bequest,Page 12)

The Murray State University Summer Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Neale B. Mason will be heard in its
.annual summer "Pups" Concert at 8:15
P.m. en Thursday, July 22, in Lovett
Auctittwfum on the campus.
A popular event of the summer school
session that is fneasantly anticipated by
students, townspeople, and the orchestra itself, the concert is admission
free and the public is invited to attend.
Music on the program this year will
be varied, ranging from excerpts fro
the "Water Music" by Handel to a
selection from "Ok1ahom4," the twigrunning Broadway musical by Richard
Rogers. To add color and a different
flavor to the concert, the orchestra will
play a "Duke Ellington Fantasy" and
also old favorites by Cole Porter and
Hoagy Carmichael. Pieces from the
standard orchestral repertoire will
include the Scene and Waltz from
Tchaikovski's"Swan Lake" ballet.
Summer school students, local
residents, high scpool students, and
teachers and tritisi4ans from the area
make up the Stimmer Symphony
Orchestra. Mason, an associate
professor of music at Murray State,
said they play "for enjoyment and to
add something to the summer session
at Murray State"

Woman Wins
$1,500 As
Fair Ends
Mrs. Charles Roberts was the winner
of the $1,500 given away Saturday night
at the Murray-Calloway County Fair,
Mrs. Roberts held the winning ticket
in the drawing Saturday as the 1976
county fair came to an end.
An overflow crowd witnessed the
tractor pull which climaxed the fair
Saturday. John Youngerman was the
winner in the 5,000 pound super stock
class. Other winners were: Ned
Phalman, Hopkinsville, 5,000 modified;
Tim Smith, Sharon, Tenn., 7,000 super
stock; Buddy Wilkins, Russellville,
7,000 modified; Sonny Crutcher, 9,000
super stock, Paris, Tenn.; Jerry
Griffin, 9,000 open, Owensboro; Randy
Crutcher, Paris, 12,000 super stock; and
Clayburn Walton, Hopkinsville, 12,000
factory stock.

*ii

Fox Home
Destroyed
In Blaze
The home of Mr. and Mrs. D. W.Fox,
located on the Pottertown Road just off
Highway 94 East, was destroyed by fire
Saturday about 10:00 p. m.
Family members said all the contents of the house and the clothes of the
family were destroyed in the blaze. Fox
operates a sawmill and has about
thirteen acres of tobacco, but the
tobacco has been damaged severely by
the recent hail storm.
Friends of the Fox family are
collecting clothing, household items,
linens, etc., for the family and they
may be taken to 1501 Clayshire Street,
Murray. For information call Wanda
Jones 753-0845.
Mr. and Mrs. Fox have three teenage
sons, Chester, J. D., and William„and
one daughter,Tina, age nine.

TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today
Local Scene
Horoscope
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sports
Farm Pages
Comics
Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths 8e Funerals

2,3
2
2
4
8;7
8,9
10
1O11
12

Mrs. Jean W. Cloar, native of
Henry County, Tn., assumed duties
of County Extension Agent for
Home Economics in Calloway
County on July 1, 1976.
MK. Cloar received'her B. S. in
Home Economic's from University
df Tennessee Knoxville, and has
taught Home Economics in Ten-'
nessee an Kentucky. She also
was Home Demonstration Agent
in Tennessee, and has been County Extension Agent for Home
Economics in Hart County, Kentucky, since August 1,1960.
Mrs. Cloar's husbaati. Afk.as
....6,siidasce Counselor at Hart
County High School in Munfordville, Ky. The couple has two
ions.
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Darnell And Cossey Vows Read
At Coldwater Church July 2
eeogit

I r-eliger P liner.

1041)11,Which Woman is the
'Real' Morn?
By Abigail Van Buren
1974 ta,
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DEAR ABBY: Six, years ago I married a divorced man
whose sons came to live with us because their "real" mother
thought they would be better off with their father. (They
were then 11 and 13.)
I love these boys atultehink they feel some affection for
me, yet on Mother's Day they always remember their
biological mother with flowers, and I don't even get a card.
In six years I've done a ton of laundry, mended their
clothes, cooked for them, shopped for them and spent
hundreds of hours chauffeuring them around. I've nursed
them when they were sick and listened to their troubles..1
lectured them about sex and drugs, instilling in them decent
moral values. I couldn't have done more had they been my
biological children.
Their "real" mother has had very little time for them. She
never took them on a trip or asked them to spend a holiday
with her.(She phones occasionally and makes plans to be
with them, but if something better comes along, she
cancels.
I think stepmothers deserve a little recognition on
Mother's Day, Just because we didn't bear the children
doesn't mean we don't feel like "real" mothers. It would be
a kindness to all stepmothers if you would print this. "I
HURT ON MOTHER'S DAY

Miss
Karen
Darnell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hyland K. Darnell of Murray
Route One, became the bride
of Glenn Cossey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Cossey of
Murray Route Three, on
Friday, July 2, at seven p. m.
The vows were exchanged in
a double ring ceremony at the
Coldwater Church of Christ
with Bro. John Hoover of
Mayfield officiating.
The altar was centered with
an arch flanked by large
rainbow floral arrangements
of daisies, gladioli, and
greenery. The family pews
were marked with blue satin
bows and streamers wilb
white and pink daisies.
Miss
Teresa
Erwin
registered the guests at the
table in the church foyer as
they arrived.

Bride's Dress
The bride Was escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents. She
and her father entered the
church as the wedding march
was played.
For her wedding she wore a
traditional gown of white silk
organza. The empire bodice
was trimmed with Alencon
lace accented with lace appliques and long train. Her
veil was of white nylon and
pearl trim. She carried a
bouquet of pink, blue, and
yellow daisies with blue
streamers.
The groom wore a pale blue
suit and had a blpe carnation
boutonniere.
Miss Sharon Darnell, sister
DEAR HURT: I have long held the view that giving of the bride, was maid of
birth to a child doesn't make• woman a mother any more honor. She wore a long dress
than owning a piano makes a person a musician. But the of printed brocade over yellow
woman who takes• child into her home because she wants featuring an empire waistline,
to and raises that child with love and understanding is, in
high neckline; and long
every sense of the word,•"real" mother.
sleeves. She carried a bouquet
DEAR ABBY: I have a severe hearing loss. Six years ago of pink and white carnations
I bought a hearing aid and experimented with it for a long with net and blue yellow bows
time. I finally gave it up because it magnified background and streamers.
noises I had not heard for years and was more annoying
The flower girl, Kimberly
than not hearing at all.
Darice Darnell, also a sister of
My family criticized me for not wearing my hearing aid, the bride, wore a matching
but I'va trained myself to read lips and find it much more to pink dress of the maid of
my liking.
honor. She carried a basket of
I do miss a lot at social gatherings as I can listen to only
one person at a time, but I've learned to live with that, too. assorted petals.
Their headdresses were
Sometimes I feel that I'm better off. if I don't hear
ribbons with dais es.
everything that goes on.
Larry Lilly, cousin of the
DOING ALL RIGHT
groom, served Ls best man.
DEAR DOING: Hooray for you! Not everyone who has s—-Ushers were Johnny Don
hearing loss feels severely handicapped.
Cossey, brother of the groom,
and Danny Dunn. The
DEAR ABBY: We are a young couple expecting our first ringbearer was Ken Cossey,
child in two weeks. Our best friends had their first child (a nephew the
of
groom.
boy) and they named him the very name we had chosen for
The men in the wedding
our baby! We now they got the idea from us because when
we told them the name we liked for a boy, they both agreed party wore pale blue suits.
it was a great name.
Mothers
We felt obvious resentment when we found out they used
Mrs. Darnell, mother of the
our name.
Our question: The other couple will probably feel obvious bride, wore a floor length
resentment now if we name ours what we had planned to. dress of pink knit fashioned
but would weibe showing poor taste toward our friends in with chiffon long sleeves. For
her son's wedding Mrs. Cossey
doing so?
NAMELESS IN OKLAHOMA selected an apricot floor
length dress with elbow length
DEAR NAMELESS: Go ahead and use the name you sleeves.
like. Surely the world is big enough for two boys with the
Both mothers wore corsages
same name. And there's always the chance that yours will of white carnations.
be a girl.
Grandmothers of the bride,
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal Mrs. Treva Pendergrass and
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069 Mrs. Myrtis Darnell, and
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
grandmother of the groom,
Mrs. Elva Ahart, were
presented corsages. Flavil
Pendergrass and Jess Darnell, grandfathers, had
boutonnieres.
Reception
Following the ceremony Mr.
and Mrs. Darnell entertained
with a reception at their lovely
home just west of the church
building.
The bride's table was
covered with a yellow cloth
accented by a white lace
overcloth and bows of yellow
and white ribbon at each end.
An arrangement of daisiei

MOVIES IN MURRAY

ka.
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, JULY S, Mil
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Littleton's
July
Marano

gyikt

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Cossey
and greenery was the centerpiece.
At one end of the table was
the beautiful three tiered
wedding cake topped with a
miniature bride and groom
statuette and wedding bell
trimmed wig] yellow roses
and green leaves.
Yellow punch, nuts, mints,

cake, and coffee were served
to the one hundred guests.
Assisting in serving at the
reception
were Natalie
Newsome, Barbie Griffin, and
Sheila Kirk, all friends of the
bride.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
A day for some reflection,
digging in to reappraise conditions. Be ready, nevertheless,
to move ahead when situations
so demand.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 66,
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A good
day for takipg unusual steps.
GEMINI ,„,
t May 22 to June 21) 5.110
fr
Good opportunities indicated
but you, of course, must be alert
to them. Use trump cards
strategically; aim to score as
often as possible.
-CANCER
(June 72 to J* VI)
If suggestions offered do not
seem feasible, rule them out. Do
not become too forceful in expressing views, but do stand by
principles.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23)ilaz
Keep emotions under stern
control so as to insure judgment
in difficult situations. Further
admonitions: Don't overtax

After the reception the
couple left for an unannounced (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPil
It will be important to
wedding trip.
distinguish carefully between
facts and theories; also between
facts and rumors. Before taking
action, he sure where you're
headed.
LIBRA
•
1Ln
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Work for top gains put do not
expect them immediately. Be
concise in arrangements,
Marilyn Adkins.
stipulations,
Narrow
9:10 a.m. Jennie Hutson, the margin forspeech.
error.
Eva .Morris, Lavern Ryan, SCORPIO
Ruby Poole_
ket,.24 to Nov. n)
Day- Is for special care in
9:15 a. m. — Eddie Mae
Outland, Emma Sue Hutson, personal matters; tact in
projecting aims, expressing
Betty Lou Farris,Sadie West.
9:20 a. in. - Carla Rezroat, desires. Act with disoretion,
Sandra Smith, Ruth Wilson, perceptively.
SAGITTARIUS
Kitty Freeman.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) •
9:25 a. m. - Juliet Wallis,
Stress logic and reason. Do
Mary
Overby,
Judy not rely on hunches or sasther's
Muehleman, Aurelia Batts. say-so. Seek more knowledge of
Tee No. Seven ,._-.Beginners_ your subject: Your capacity for
learning is infinite.
Flight —
9:00 a. in, - Polly Garland, (Dec. ICORN
22 to Jan. 201
Clara Ingram, Janice Howe,
Groups and individuals will
Vickie Baker.
not all feel the same about
9:10 a, m. - Lorraine „issues, plans. You be the quiet
Maggard, do Benson, PAL judge and discreet listener, ar..1
McReynolds, Cindy Ashby, your influence will be potent.
AQUARIUS
Billie Carroll.
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Your intuition was right A
E
message from someone "in the
know" confirms your own
beliefs. Act promptly on information received.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't depart abruptly from a
By CECtLY BROWNSTONE
well-planned schedule, except
AssociaSed Press Feat Edits/
where emergency so requires.
SUMMER BUFFET
Road may be bumpy in part, but
Fried Chicken
Rice Salad rewards will be sweeter.
Strawberry Pie
TOMATO CURRY SOUP
YOU BORN TODAY: Like
It's easy to prepare.
most Cancer-tans, you are an
4 cups tomato juice
idealist and a humanitarian at
I teaspoon (or more) curry
heart. According to the stars,
powder
you were destined to a life of
3 tablespoons tomato paste
service to your fellowman —
1 teaspoon salt
notably in such professions as
'A teaspoon basil
medicine, religion, education,
1/
4 teaspoon pepper
sociology and reform politics.
3 tablespoons lemon juice
1 cup sour cream
However, there is another side
3 tablespoons chopped pars- to your nature — a more
ley
material one — which causes
Heat tomato juice, add curry
you to expend tremendous
powder and simmer for 16 min- energy in the accumulation of
utes. Add tomato paste, salt, wealth. Emotional conflict often
basil and pepper and stir to dis- results from this clash of insolve paste. Chill. Just before terests, but you CAN resolve the
serving add lemon juice and
problem if you will devote your
sour cream. Stir to blend well. life
to the things you do best —
Garnish with parsley. Makes content
with the satisfactions of
Pe quarts. From "Cool Enter- achievement
rather than more
taining" by Irma Rhode (Athetangible rewards. Art, as an
neum).
avocation, would make an
excellent outlet for your very
deep emotions. Birthdate of:
Francesco Petrarch, Italian
poet; Natalie Wood, film star.

Summer
1
".1
f
--"'

Dres
ses
missy,:

Lineups For Golf At
Murray Club Listed
Ladies day golf will be held
at the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, July 21, with
Alice Purciom as hostess.
Anyone not in the lineup is
invited to come out and play.
Any person listed in the lineup
who is unable to play is asked
to call Mrs. Purdom, 753-1347
or Toni Hopson, 436-5875.
Lineups are as follows: •
Tee No. One — Second
Flight —
9:00a. m,-Nancy Fandrich.
Beverly
Spann,
Edith
Garrison.
9:05 a. m. - Faira Alexander, Frances Miller, Jean
Doxsee, Lou Doran.
9:10 a. m. - Louise Lamb,
Jane Fitch, Anna Mary
Adams, Dorothy Fike.
9:15 a. m. - Rowena Cullom,
Urbena Koenen, Dianne
Villanova, Chris Graham.
Tee No. One — First Flight
9:30 a. m. - Nell Roach,
Margaret Shuffett, Bettye
Hunter, Cathryn Garrott.
9:35 a.m.
Euldene
Robinson, Toni Hopson,
Madelyn Lamb, Sue Brown.
9:40 a. m. - Inus Orr,
Elizabeth Slustheyer, Eleanor
Diu,guid.
Tee No. One — Charnpionship Flight —
9:50 a. m. - Betty Jo Purdom, Carol Hibbard, Frances
Hulse, Jerlene Sullivan.
9:55 a. m. — Beverly
Perker, Betty Lowry, Venela
Sexton, Phyllis Kain.
10:00 a. m. - Evelyn Jones,
Euvie Mitchell, Betty Stewart.
Tee No. Four — Renewal
Flight —
9:00 a, m. - Beth Belote,
Betty Scott, Norma Frank,
Mary Watson.
905 a. m. - Pane Mavity,
Doris Cella, Sheila Grogan,

34#
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Price
&Less

Large Rack

Tops 81 Bottoms
Junior & Missy
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COOKING
IS FUN

Price & Less

Fieldcrest

Towel Sole
Savings Up To

25%

Sheer to Waist

Panty Hose

Yard Bench

The first Baptist Church, 203 South 4th Street, has
been awarded the July nonresidential "Yard of the Month" award by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. An extensive variety of evergreen shrubs for foundation
plantings and
sidewalk borders creates a sense of bountiful
landscaping. Pea gravel provides an attractive mulch throughout the shrubbery area.
Well-groomed evergreens flanking the
main church entrance present a balanced arrangement
of abelia, upright euonvrnus,
iedar, roffYINIctliolirtaPaorte holly, vsnetlated holly,-end spreading cotoneaster.142
-/Pr# vireo tt$r Prow andltong thelralk betweeirthe buildings appear
still more 04 the
above mentioned shrubs in an informal arrangement.
Here too in this inner garden
variegated euonyrnous, burfordi, ligustrum. and nandina
add to the fullness. Where
possible, well-maintained grassy areas are provided..fout
large maples fronting the
side building offer cooling shade and a green relief from
the nearby streets. Edgar
Shirley landscaped thethurch grounds and Alvis lopes
supervises their upkeep.

Portable benches that will
look handsome and fit anywhere in the yard are easy to
construct and easy to store
when not in use.
The bench seat is made of
three eight-foot 2x6s in any
easy-to-work western species,
'
such as fir, hemlock, pine or
cedar.
The 2x6s are spaced an inch
apart and nailed to two pairs of
2x4 crosspieces 15 inches long.
Between each pair is in eightinch long I x2 that fits in the slot
between two concrete blocks
standing on end.
The H-shapes (alined by the
2x4s and the lx2s fit around the
blocks and hold the bench,top
scantly
•-•
The henchesere easily moved
from tliaCC to place in the yard
and can be stored in the winter.
Or the blocks can be set in the
grouna or patio for pertnanteit
use.
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Hospital Report
7-11-76
Adults 117
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl York (mother
Vickie), Rt. 4, Benton, Baby
Boy Haley (mother Patricia),
Rt. 1, Water Valley.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Teresa G. Tinunons
and Baby Girl, Joe Creason
Dr., Benton, Charles G.
Eaker, Rt. 8, Murray, William
Molnar, 4728-B Lee Village,
Fort Campbell, Harvey
Pritchett, Dexter, Miss
Angelia Billington, Rt. 5, Box
125, Murray, Miss Laurie
McKinney, Rt. 3, Box 45-A,
Murray, David Bailey, 1008
Westgate Dr., Murray, Mrs..
Neva McKinney, 1802 Monroe,
Murray, Curtis R. Yearry, Rt.
6, Murray, Harold P. Harris,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Stanley H.
Henry, Rt. 3-Box 74, MuiTay,
Mrs. .Alma R. Kotter, 802
Catherine St., Metropolis,Ill.

The second Tri-State Ladies Rote Spur
No 3- Marguerite Douglas, Chris
Golf Tournament will be held at Waiter,
Batty Lowry, Tony Houton,
,,Rolling Hills Country Club Marlette leller. Donna Troppla
No
4-Dot
Amok, Vivian Thomas,
at Paducah on Tuesday.
Euva Mitchell, Betty Stewart, Sue Taylor,
ThisTrill mark the first time Gloria IAMB
sesra
No S-Elciabetb Kraut, Bseky Chase,
since the Tri-State was
Marge McDaniel, Jam Wagner, Lau
organized that
be played - Dusger,
Etta
No.?Mary Jaor A1I,Cote Jaw
under a "scramblett," or best
eon, Nancy Ragland, Vletur Rusietl,
ball, format.
Peggy Brown,Dot Dreher
Partners were paired by club
No &--&a Kresaenturg, Helen Garrett,
Dot
Jones, Ann Austin, Kay Templeton.
chairmen, and new golfers or
Francis Mena..
high handicappers were paired
No 5-Thada Boa, Lavoie Burnham,
with a low handicap golfer from Rothe Kdley, Clara Austin, Norma South,
Patty
Serge*.
the same club.
No 10-Evelyn Anderson. Marione
There will be threesomes on Roberts. Peggy
Anderson, Dot
Vivian
all tees with a shotgun start at Surunona,
No H—T Piero, Ester England,
9:30 a.m.
Carol Parrirdlak Laded' Rod& Billie
The first Tri-State of the year Jr Paris, Kay Replamag.
No 12-Azions 14weisi.Lais McCann
was held at the South Highland
Bea Taw,PodiaOMM
No 13-Sandla
Country Club in Mayfield, with,
Ritlla Locker,
Marilyn Metzger, Waft Colthorp, Mary
Barbara Murphy from the host 'Betetit,
Sylvie WNW
club winning.
14-4, Ara, Lmpitir. Norma
11.16, iniaallastak. Jaw
The last Tri-State of the year Moren, D
•
Nunt,Sue ark
will be played at the Fulton
No 15-Acklie rage,Lets.Valid,Etta
Country Club Aug. 24 and 25. McAteey, Arty Gross, Ptwobe Hartlue
Jean Penrod
No 16---Barbani NJShelton, Clernmle
TILLSTATE PAIRINGS
No. 1-Eleanor GritEn, Anita thlt Bernstein. Sue Raley, Dot Ely, Helen
Beverly Parker, Inas Orr, Virginia Davis, Ross,Pat evengros
7-13-76
Ulu Heileman.
No 17 -Freda thaw, Peggey Warren,
No, 1--Wanda Mama, Rose Jones, Mar'. Martin, Lori DassIng, Gwen Lentz, Adults 112
VirgieIAA, Nate tilted,Snooty Flatter,
Rottroeit
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby
Weatherly
Boy
(Mother Patricia), 1519
Canterbuly Dr., Murray,
Girl Mathis (Mother
Patricia), Rt. 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Paul McGee.„Rt. 6, Box 141A, Murray, Luther Lyons, Rt.
Monday,July 19
Tuesday, July 20
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Murray Assembly No. 19 1, Dexter, Mrs. Robert
First Presbyterian Church at Order of the Rainbow Girls Sacotrtik, 124 Washington,
7:30p.m.
Will meet at the Masonic Hall Westville, Ill., Michael
Cunningham, Rt. 1, Murray,
at seven p. m.
Mrs. Delores Burton, Rt. 3,
Sinking Spring Baptist Men
Dexter Senior Citizens will Box 256 E., Murray, Mrs:
will meet at Triangle Inn at
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the Dana Spears, Rt. 8, Benton,
seven's., _
Mrs. Janice Hasty, Rt. 6,
Dexter Commwiity Center._
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Orr and
Acteens of First Baptist
"Grand Day" for Senior Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Church will meet at the home
Citizens will be held at Ellis Kevin Shahan, 1701 W. Main,
of Kay Adiuns at six p. m.
Center from ten a. in. to three Murray, Mrs. Artie Petty, 505
Tuesday,July 20
Phebian Sunday School p. m. Each. one iitto bring a S. 1st., Murray, Mrs. Trucille,
Class, First Baptist Church, person or persons that is Kemp, 2508 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Erma Wilson,
Mrs. Theron Riley, teacher, grand tot4em.
235 Riviera Cts., Murray,
will have a social at the ladies
First United Methodist Howard McNeely, 1605 Ryan,
parlor of the church at 7:30 p.
Charch Women will have a Murray, Marc Fain, Ftt. 2,
m.
f3azaar Work Day at 10:30 a. Murray, Mrs. Eulalia Jetton,
m. at the church. Each one 1515 Johnson Blvd., Murray,
Mrs. Glenda Wilson, 1514
bring sandwich and drink.
Canterbury Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Rea Wilson _Circle of Good Rubye Barnes, 706 Poplar,
CAShepherd United Methodist Murray, Dewey Lampkins,
Pr
Church Women will meet at Sr., Rt. 2, Box 56, Murray,
1:30p. m.
Mrs. Sadie Cook, 614 Broad,
11141.111/1201.
Ext., Murray, Bearl Daimell,
110*-17
Martin's Chapel United Rt. 1, Kirlt.Qy, Elizabeth
:L
..Z1r11111111111"
w
Methodist Church Women will Dowdy,104 N.9th St., Murray.
1.%morlo'
meet at the home of Miss
Frances Whitnell at seven p.
Don't Flunk Lunch
m.
Can a student fail lunch?

COMMUNITY
CALEN.DAR

Ii

aby

Make a Move!!'__
without

ciiVekonie,94rsok,
Our Hostess'
Gifts and Information are
the Key to Your
New Community
Mrs. Itstfiryn Outland
Mane 81-3117,

lb MO tans

First Baptist Church WM1.1
Council will meet at 1:30 p. m.
in the church parlor.
Party for seventh and eighth
grades at Oaks Country Club
will be held from eight to
eleven p. m. at the club with
Mrs. Bill Taylor, Mrs. Mary
Hutson, and Doris Williams as
the committee chairmen.

UN.

* —*

Yes, or rather the lunch can
fitf the-stodent-if the mid-day
meal does not provide an adequate level of energy and nutrition to carry the youngster
through the afternoon classes
and after-school projects or
play. A sound, nutritiodal
lunch should provide at least
of the Recommended Die-'
tary Allowances for chilargn.
Including a serving of a pork
product in the lunch will fulfill many of the needs for
high quality protein, B vitamins and other important nutrients. Completing the lunch
with servings of fruits and
vegetal:des, grains and dairy
products will insure that
lunch receives a "passing
grade and won't fail the

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel-Lutheran
Church at seven p. in.

*

*

student.

*
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BEAUTIFUL

POILTILAITS
In
"Living Colo(

13-

1 -8 X 10
2-5X7
10WALLET

ONLY

$6"
pLus75,,

HANDLING

Mr. Portrait Studios

Uncle Jeff's

Murray, Ky.

July 21 & 22
Wednesday & Thursday
1T:110 a. m.to 7:00p.m.
The Year lo Hemember With A Portrait
.si1

Tarry And Barr Vows
Read, Upland Church
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L6caGo1fers Will
Play In Tri-State.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Barr
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Thomas Tarry, 1510 Sycamore St.,
Murray, announce the marriage of their daughter, Becky, to
Bob Barr,son of Mr. and Mrs. And Barr, Boyerton, Pa.
Vows were shared with friends and relatives in the
Evangelical Mennonite Church of Upland, Indian on May 30.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Bill Hill, Taylor University Campus Minister. Music was presented by Rick Starrett,
friend of the couple.
The bride's dress was of cream crinkled gauze with matching lace and she wore a hat trimmed in lace, designed
especially for her by her sister. The bride carried a natural
bouquet of peach roses, purple status, and baby's breath.
The groom was attired in a three-piece cream knit suit and a
peach rose bouttoniere.
Mrs. Margaret Zieba, Cape Girardeau, Mo., sister of the
bride and Jim Bear, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, brother of the
groom, were the couple's only attendants.
After a wedding trip to North Carolina, the couple resides at
Taylor University Campus.
Mr. and Mrs. Barr have served as Residence Hall directors
at Taylor University for the past three years. He will continue
in that capacity, while Mrs. Barr will fill the roleof Counselor
at the University.
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Horticulturists have an
nounced that they have found
a possible cure for Dutch Elm
disease. The American .Elm
was almost at the point of
extinction from this disease,
and nothing seemed to do any
good'. But folks kept working
on it and have come up with a
fungicide that apparently is
doing the trick.
They are hopeful that elms
can safely be planted again
-Thirty states have been
completely denuded of these
beautiful trees.
This 90 and 95 degree
temperature has really called
for watering. I have a
Hydrangea that,looks terrible
in the late afternoon after a
day of hot sun. But a deep
application of water soon
restores it to its fresh look So
don't wait for the leaves to
curl a bit; each time this
happens, a little of the
strength of the plant is gone.
Water regularly. but deeply.
Sprinkling does little or no
good and can do harm. If you
can't spend much time in the
yard, water some of the plants
one day and the others the
next
We seem to be in the midst
of summer,doldrums and this
hot weather, without rain,
may continue for some time.
It is hard on plants of all kinds.
One consolation is that the
weeds and grass don't grow
quite as fast as they did a
couple of weeks ago during the
ralni
One interesting item to

Thomas
II
We would like to
siocerely thank all
OW customers, who
have so faithfully
supported us. We
have truely appreciated
your
business and hope
it
doesn't
inconvenience you to
come to our shop
in Mayfield, as so
many of you did
before.
Almost all our
merchandise is 40%
off.
Our last day to be
-.epee wilt,be-friday.
'lily 23rd.

come out of the Bicentennial
news is that the folks at
Williamsburg, Mt. Vernon and
Monticello and other homes of
That era, used dried flowers
during the winter for their
decorations. All these places
had ttseir own flower gardens
and such flowers as Baby's
Breath,
cocks.comb,
Larkspur, Lavender and
Queen Anne's Lace were hung
up and dried for winter
bouquets. They simply
gathered them, at the peak of
perfection, and hung them upside-down until dry.
Most of our forefathers of
two centuries ago, were plain
people without any frills, but
they evidently loved beauty
and gathered it during the
summer to bring it to them
in the dark days of winter.
I made a trip to Jacitson one
day last week and as we
passed a service station along
the route, my eye was caught
by a row of flaming red salvia
between the station and the
highway. It was so beautiful I
caught my• breath, and'I
thought "How wonderful, a
simple thing yet how much
pleasure it gave to so many."
Then I began to watch for
other beauty spots. And I
found them. A small bed of
petunias in front of a shack. A
rosebush climbing on a porch.
What a difference it., made in
the ride. j enjoyed every
minute of it and felt elated
that I had seen so many spots
of beauty, Just small spots, •
showing that someone wanted
=.to turn a bare corner into
something lovely.
All of us have spots like that
Let's transform them and
make them places that we can
enjoy,.,and others too Look
for pretty spots along the
highway, it will make your
ride more pleasant

rtPERSONALS
—1
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Katie Cornwell of
Hardin has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

OA.

=

==.•

You could be
dropping your line
in a lake!
The best way to fish for extra vocation cash

type or two that will dispose of your useful
but no-longer-needed excess items.
It's as easy as hauling in a minnow. After you
have taken inventory of your storage areas,
dial our Classified department and ask for our
friendly Ad-Visor. She will help you with a
selling message that will bring results as
quickly as dangling a fat worm under a bass'
snout.
- ,
So cast your money woes aside and reel in
some welcome cash with a sure-fire ad in the
Articles For Sale columns. Buyers go for the
Want Ads - hook, line and sinker.

-

*=:=

Hook some

vocation
cash
with a
Want Ad.

Murray Ledger
-

,
VA•••••

Is to drop a line in the Want Ads — a lin* of

Call
I Classified
i 753-1916

PADUCAH PATIENT
John Miller of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
megi Wolf of Murray has
been a patient .-ar T.4-urdaHospital, Paducah.
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By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Viet President

"I6---

Unit0 States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: FREEDOM QUOTES

HARRIGAN

Books of quotations have a variety of
Michael Oakeshott, the British
purposes. They provide material for
philosopher. He writes:
serious reflection. They also serve as a
"To some people 'government' apmine for those who are writing papers
pears as a vast reservoir of power.
or making speeches. Delving into them
They have favtoriteprojects, of various
from time to time, a reader discovers
dimensions, which they sincerely
valuable insights for life.
believe are for the benefit of mankind,
Certainly, this is the case with a new
and to capture this source of power, if
paperback
collection
entitled
necesssiry to increase it, and to use if
"Freedom Quotes" edited by Michael for imposing their favorite projects
Ivens and Reginald Dunstan and
upon their fellows, is what they unpublished by Aims For Freedom and
derstand as the adventure of governing
Enterprise (P.O. Box 443,
Plough
Place, London, England, $1 a copy).
These "Freedom Quotes" are drawn
This booklet is very helpful in
from the works of authors in many
illuminating the problems and
lands. But the majority of the
challenges of freedom in our troubled
quotations are from British sources,
time. The threats to freedom are
which is understandable inasmuch as
numerous in this era. It is important, Britons have cherished freedom.
therefore, to gain access to the wisdom
Winston Churchill set the proper goal
of those who dedicated their lives to
for free men when he said:
freedom. •- "We do not wish the people of this
As Mr. Ivens says in his introduction, ancient island reduced to a mass
ofthe editors hope that a perusal of the
state-directed proletarians, thrown
book will reveal some of the solutions to
hither and thither, housed here and
the threats to freedom in the modern
there, by an aristocracy of privileged
world.
officials or
privileged
party,
It is fitting that the booklet contains a • secretarian or trade union bosses."
number of quotations from the writings • This volume also is rich in quotations
of Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the great from Americans who have been
Russian writer and exile from Soviet
defenders of liberty. For example,
tyranny. In the chapter on despotism,
Dwight D. Eisenhower is quoted as
Solzhenitsyn is quoted as saying:
saying: "Neither London nor Abilene,
"Socialism has created the illusion of
sisters under the skin, will sell her
quenching people's thirst for justice;
birthright for physical safety, her
socialism has lulled their conscience
liberty for mere existence." And Sen.
into thinking that the steamroller which
Barry Goldwater is quoted as warning
is about to flatten them is a blessing in
that "A government that is big enough
disguise, a salvation. And socialism,
to give you all you want is big enough to
more than anything else, has caused
take it all away."
public hypocrisy to thrive; it has
These are only a few samples. They
enabled Europe to ignore the ancan serve a valuable purpose in
nihilation of 66 million people on its
building courage, resolution, and hope.
very borders."
As the eentral theme of the history of
One section of the booklet is devoted
the United States has been freedom, a
to the theme of "Power—As Friend And
reading of "Freedom Quotes" is highly
Enemy." In this section, perhaps the
appropriate in this year of national
most instructive quotation is from
decision-making.

AFL-CIO Ready To
Endorse Jimmy Carter
By ROBERT A.DOBKIN
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
politically powerful AFL-CIO is ready
to endorse Democratic nominee Jimmy
Carter and jump into presidential
politics again after sitting out the 1972
campaign.
The 35-member Executive Council of
the nation's biggest labor organization
is meeting today and is expected to vote
to back the Democratic ticket. Its
recommendation goes to the 152member General Board, which makes
the AFL-CIO's official endorsetnents.
The board meets Aug. 31, after the
Republican convention. But a council
recommendation for Carter and his
vice presidential running mate, Sen.
Walter F. Mondale, isn't likely to be
rejected.
AFL-C10 President George Meany
indicated earlier that support for
Carter would be forthcoming but that
he wanted the council to wait until after
the Republicans met next month.
However, labor sources said council
members returning from last week's
Democratic convention in New York
pressured Meany to act now.
"They want to get on the bandwagon," said one source.
Some labor delegates at the convention criticized Meany both publicly
and privately for his decision to sit out
the primary elections this year,
following his neutral stance four years
ago.
Meany skipped the Democratic
convention that nominated Carter, but
aides said it was personal business, not
lack of enthusiasm, that kept him
home.
With the labor federation solidly
behind Carter, it could call on an army
of political workers from among 14
million unionists.
That alone would represent millions
of dollars worth of support.
AFL-CIO endorsement of Carter also
represents a return of the labor
federation to the old coalition of blacks,
liberals and the left that helped elect
every Democratic president since
Franklin D. Roosevelt.

In 1972, labor balked at -the
Democratic party's nomination of
George McGovern and refused to work
for the ticket. This caused some painful
divisions within labor's ranks and
added to the landslide re-election of
Richard Nixon.
Labor leaders, including Meany, who
have been cool to Carter so far, now
view him as a winner in November and
will give him their all-out support.
Carter's choice of Mondale, a favorite
of labor, as his running mate is expected to add to their enthusiasm.
"I have to believe there will be absolute, unified support for Carter and a
very solid labor effort." said a top aide
to Meany.
•w•
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How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Sen. Wafter "Del" Hodeltestoti (0)
3327 tildismi
Washirsgtos, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sic %%gaol,N. Fed(D)
4121 Dirk's,' lhailditsg
PlesIsissgrims, 0. C. 70570
V.-5.1110.Cana lislitawd, Jr.(Di
423 Came Mous Office %Ulm
Wasbiagtoa, D. C. 20515
U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the officio/ of your choice

State Level
Stet. Soo. Mord Woisstaterpor(D)
Steno Capitol MA*
Freak-feet Ky. 401101,
er
loots 7, Mayftsid, Ky. 42066
State kg.%ewe% C. laws(0)
Stet* Capitol Soilding
Ftorkfort, Ky. 40601
201 S. 3,6 54., Murray, Ity 42071
Starts by. Lloyd C. Oapp(D)
Stets Capitol Mai
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
St
P.0. Ilea $5, Mope. Ky.41S$
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The Murray Ledger & Times
'The Murray Ledger 8 Times ,s
'published every afternoon except Sun
days. July 4. Christmas Day New Year s
Day ond Thanirsgiving by Murray
Ifirtespapers. frit- 103 IV oth 81- iMueroy
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
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SUBSCRIPT/ON RATES In areas served

by carriers. 52 25 per month. payable ,n
advance By, moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin Mayfield. &rano
and Farmington, Ky . on
Paris
Buchanan and Jury.oc. rsynm,__.1.15 00_
per year By moil to other ditstmohoos
530 00 por year.
Member of Associated Press Ken
tusky, Press Association and Southern
NoWspoper Publishers Associotion

OPEN
FORUM

Lab an- d optiounated orticies on tho, page are prestented for
.of provictIng forum forithe free exchange al differing •
p,rpos,
I etters to the endor tn response to ecttonals and
artnies ore enteurierd
rnr edttor, of thitt newspaper strungl) belseve that to hind
0,,,,,,noted article. to ont those whwh parallel Ow editorial
-pin,4 the new,paper would Or A d1.11NICP to our readers,
!, ctore or urge reader, who de not ogree u,th ecittoriol stond or
presented b, an treb,'dual w ruler ID ..ohartri. to respond
..hcirteelino on the pa rtleutar LsNur betIV

OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Monday Afternoon, July 19,1976

(opinions expressed in in column are thine
the writer
do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The. Murray Ledgerand
& Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues
discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor

Defense Spending:
Myth And Reality
by H.C. Gordon
U.S.Industrial Council
One of the most durable myths in our
whole catalogue of political folklore is
the myth of excessive defense spending. Liberal politicians never tire of
railing against our "misplaced
priorities" (as indicated by "record
high",,defense budgets), and the contrast between the bloated Pentagon
general and the starving poverty victim
remains a favorite-filitissi - of
cartoonists.
The reality, however, is the polar
opposite of the popular image.
Granted, the dollar amount spent on
defense has risen steadily over the
years, but that cost—like the cost of
everything else—has risen largely
because of inflation. In relative terms,
defense spending, as a percentage of
total federal spending, has steadily
declined over the last several decades.
Detailed evidence of this fact is
presented by Dr. Roger A. Freeman in
his book The Growth of American
Government(Hoover Institution Press-.
Stanford, California. Dr. Freeman
notes that between 1952 and 1972.
defense spending dropped from 66 to 32
per cent of the total budget, and from
13.5 Vs 6.8 per centof the gross national
product In contrast, spending for
slomestic public services during this
same period multiplied more than ten
times, and its share of the federal
budget jumped from 17 to 54 per cent.
Expenditures for health, education,and
wellare alone multiplied fifteen times.
Furthermore, this trend has continued to the present. President Ford's
$94 billion defense budget request for
fiscal 19761 of which Congress approved
$90 billion) represented a mere 26.9
per cent of the total budget. This means
that in real terms we are spending less
on defense than at any lime since
before the Korean War. So much for the
allegation that domestic services are
being "neglected" in order to lavish
funds on the Pentagon!
But the situation is aeon graver than
these figures imply. Over half the
defense budget is consumed by personnel costs, as opposed to about 35
per cent of the Soviet Union's. In addition, over $6 billion of our budget is

taken up by pensions to retired military
personnel. This means that after
deducting the costs involved in
maintaining our existing defense
establishment, there is very little left
either for the purchase of niew military
hardware or the development of new
weapons.
In contrast, defense spending by the
Soviet Union has doubled in recent
years. According to Secretary of
Defense Donald Riunsfeld, the Soviets
spent 42 per cent more on defense than
the United States during 1975, and
appear
determined
to attain
unquestioned superiority over the
United States in all areas of military
activity.
Current assessments reveal as much.
At the present time, the Soviets have
more ICBMs than the United States,
more submarine-based missiles, and
more surface vessels. They also have
twice as many men under arms, three
times as many nuclear submarines,
and nearly five times as many tanks. It
is estimated that they are spending
between 15 and 20 per cent of their gross
national product on defense—or approximately what Nazi Germany was
spending when Adolf Hitler launahed
World War II.
The possibility that the Soviet Union
may one day start a war is by no means
fantastic. Dr. Malcolm Currie,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Research and Development, has noted
that the Soviets are not only mounting a
massive civil defense campaign, but
are also dispersing and strengthening
their new industrial plants. They would
thus be able, he said, to "survive any
war as an industrial power."
But an actual nuclear exchange may
not be necessary for the Soviets to one
day dominate the free world. Dr. Currie
declares that "a simple continuation of
present trends could lead to dominance
by the Soviet Union in deployed
military technology in a decade.Given these facts, it is the height of
irresponsibility to argue that we are
spending too much on national defense.
The question of how much we should
spend is, of course, a matter for serious
consideration, but one thing appears
- -continue to spend at
certain: we cannot 6
present levels and survive.

Agree Or Not

From Hot And
Dry S. Dakota
VAN CURON

By S. C. Van Curon

By S.C. VAN CURON
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA—Hot
and Dry — That's the only way to
describe this windblown country that
has had less than two and a half inches
of rain since the first of the year.
The wheat crop, stunted from lack of
moisture, is yielding 20 bushels per
acre against a normal 30-40 bushels, but
farmers are happy the wheat yield is as
much as it is in this disastrous farm
year.
At high noon July 12 the temperature
was just above 100 degrees and, the
weatherman said ii, would hit 106 by
mid-afternoon. The wind feels like it
comes from a blast furnace.
How lucky we are in rain-blessed
Kentucky. The Iowa and Minnesota
corn crops have been badly hurt by the
drought. Although Minnesota had a rain
the first of the month, it was the first in
a long,long time.
What does all this signify for the
people in Kentucky? It can mean higher
prices .in the super markets this fall.
This is the bread basket of America and
it nesOrain.
This South Dakota capital city is no
place to get stuck on a weekend, but
General Motors decreed that we should,
since the car air conditioner went on the
fritz- and couldn't be fixed until Monday. You surely don't want to be on
Interstate-90 at this time of year
without a properly working air conditioner.
The South Dakota capitol is small and
not nearly as beautiful as ours in
Frankfort. In fact, the water shortage
here is such that the flowers on the
capitol grounds have been permitted to
die, even though the Missouri River
flows right through town.
•
The population of Pierre is 12,000, and
there isn't much to see. Frankly, there
isn't much you want to see in 105-degree
heat except a full ice-making machine. - The following story appeared in the
Sioux Falls, S. D. Argus-Leader and
spells out better than I the terrible
conditions facing the people of the
American northwest:
PRINCETON, MINN.—The Princeton Fire Department turned away

from the traditional kitten-up-a-tree
rescue and saved a few turkeys Friday.
The fire department was called to the
Jim Haymer turkey farm in an effort to
hose down several thousand of the
Thanksgiving birds because a
sweltering heat wave was killing them.
Temperatures reached 102 degrees in
the area and Haymer said about 1,000
turaeys died from the heat in one and a
half hours before the fire department
could hose down the birds and cool
them off...
We Kentuckians might complain
about those hot, humid July days we're
famous for, but at least we know theres
a thunder cloud somewhere over the
horizon that will bring our tobacco,
corn and soybeans, our farm animals
needed water. Our neighbors out here
on the plains don't have that assurance
and it's bad.
So far in our slow, ambling trip to the
west coast we have toured the Iowa
capitol in Des Moines and discovered
that state is doing something very
similar to what Kentucky has done to
its courts system.
The Iowa legislature has created an
appeals court level to take the load off
the state's supreme court. We made our
judicial reforms in reverse. A group of
Iowa attorneys is waiting for appointments to the 'newly-created
judgeships, just as our own Kentucky
lawyers are waiting for the 14 new posts
on the court of appeals.
Barring
further
mechanical
problems, we'll be on our way to the
Badlands of South Dakota, then to
Mount Rushmore and through the
Black Hills to hopeful cooling relief at
Yellowstone.
In 1927 President Calvin Coolidge
handed sculptor Gutzon Borglum a set
of drills, and the creation of the world's
most colossal sculpture began. The task
of carving Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln and Teddy Roosevelt on the
side of a mountain took 14 years to
complete.
Officials estimate three million
visitors will see this national shrine of
Democracy this bicentennial year.

Consumer Comments

Pest Control Salesmen
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
At this time of year, some Kentuckians are likely to be called on by a
local or itinerant door-to-door pest
control salesman. Our office has
received letters from consumers who
complain that they spent hundreds of
dollars on pest control and are still
plagued by insects.
If you are told you have termites,
beetles, or other insects or bugs, don't
panic or rush into signing a contract.
Warnings that your house may fall
down within a week, or that every other
home in the neighborhood has termites
and they are moving your way, may be
nothing but scare tactics to make you
sign a contract without thinking. An
offer of a discount "today only" is
another tactic designed to convince the
consumer to sign a contract which may
be much more expensive than other
competent and available companies.
Before you do anything, get the opinion
of at least two other pest control
companies as to whether or not there is
no problem. If the companies do not
agree, or if you have doubts as to
whether or not you have insects, write
to the Director, Pest and Noxious Weed
Control, Department of Agriculture, 105
West Second, Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
'Their inspection team may be-able to
help.
Once you have determined that there
is a specific problem, obtain price
estimates for any needed work. All
estimates should be in writing, and
each should describe the exact method
of extermination to be used for the
specific pests or insects involved. Find
out if periodic inspections are included
in the cost, and ask that'
Ibis information and any guarantees be in
writing, as well. Check the company's
record before signing any contracts,
and make sure you understand the
contract before you sign it
All pest control companies must be
licensed by the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture. The company's name
and license number should appear on
all service vehicles which are in
regular use and each Salesperson
should carry an identification card
issued by the Department of
Agriculture.
If you have a consumer complaint,

write to the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection, Room
34, The Capitol, Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1800-372-2960.

10 Years Ago
Lassiter Hill of Calloway County was
elected as one of the trustees of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative at the annual meeting held
July 16 at Graves County.
Miss Mary Ellen Humn of Murray has
been named to the Dean's List of the
College of William and Mary,
Williamsburg, Va., for the spring
semester.
Miss Margaret Ann Butts, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Williamson of
Murray, will participate in the pageant
for Miss Tennessee at Jackson, Tenn.,
this week. She is the current Miss
UTMB, Martin, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl, Lisa
Gay, to Mr. and Mit. Eddie Workman
on July 18.
The Purchase Open and West Kentucky Skeet Championship will be held
July 23-24 at the Jackson Purchase Gun
Club near Coldwater.

20 Years Ago
Mrs. Palace Fennell of Murray was
the winner of the Lucky Shopper
Fotoquiz last week.
Eva Frances Woods of the Murray
Hospital Association is attending the
14th annual institute on Hospital Accounting at Indiana University.
Deaths reported include George
Colson, age 73, Murray Route Three,
and Dr. J. B.(Rufe) Wrather, age 91,
Amarillo, Texas.
Births reported include a girl,
Marton, to Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Outland
on July b.
- MrSP Garnett Jones has been appointed field representative by the
State Insurance Department for
Western Kentucky.

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEAR'TLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I was involved in a serious
accident on March 2, 1976, and am no
longer able to work. If I am found to be
disabled by Social Security, when
would I be eligible to receive disability
benefits? —S.K.
Answer: A person who is found to be
disabled can begin to receive disability
benefits only after a waiting period of
five full calendar months. In your case,
the waiting period would begin in April

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, Barletta Wrather has for
the past'twenty one years served as
County Extension Agent for Calloway
County, Kentucky; and
WHEREAS, Barletta Wrather is
retiring from active service this year:
and
WHEREAS, Barletta Wrather has
during her tenure endeared herself to
all the citizens of Calloway County,
Kentucky and shown great dedication
to the duties of this office; and
WHEREAS, Barletta Wrather will be
missed in this position and long
remembered for her contributions to
Calloway County Citizens.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Calloway
County Fiscal Court commend Barletta
Wrather for her services to the people
of Calloway County, Kentucky and
extend to her their best wishes in all
future endeavors; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a
copy of this Resolution be presented to
Barletta Wrather and distributed to
members of her family and the news
media.
Robert 0. Miller, Judge
Calloway County,Kentucky
Adopted at-theregolar meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
Calloway County,Kentucky

1976, the first full month in which you
were under a disability, and you would
be entitled to receive benefits beginning
in September 1976.
Headline: I am receiving Social
Security retirement benefits. My
problem is that I have a 20-year-old son
who has never worked and recently
became disabled. Would he be eligible
to receive some type of benefit?—V.C.
Answer: Payments to children, as
dependents of a Social Security
beneficiary, normally stop at age 18(or
age 22 if attending school full-times
However, a child who has a physical or
mental impairment which began before
age 22 and prevents him from doing
substantial gainful work is eligible to
receive benefits beyond age 22.
Headline's "Guide to Medicare"
gives you the facts about the Medicare
program in large, easy-to-read print.
For your copy, send $1.50 and your
name and address to Headline's
"Guide to Medicare," 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
-Headline:_My husbansi_ has been
receiving disability benefits'for over a
year as a result of multiple leg fractures. He is going to see his doctor this
week, and there is an indication that he
may be allowed to return to work. If
this occurs, should he notify the Social
Security office? — B.R.
Answer: If your husband's doctor
does release him to return to work, he
should notify the Social Security office
immediately. They will obtain information that he is no longer disabled,
his period of disability will then be
terminated.

Bible Though(
Then Peter opened his mouth,_
and said, Of a truth I perceive that
God is no respecter of persons. Acts
10:34.
God doesn't judge a man by his
skin color or his national origin.
and neither should we!

Isn't It The Truth
some smart people are really sneaky.
They are the ones who are quick to
accept blame when caught in a mistake
or transgression, not because they are
sorry but because they are aware Of the
truism thaf If you try td1ttaryoursett1n -.the pants the spectacle will so astonish
accusers that they will give up the idea
.if doing it for you. .
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
The U.S. Embassy announced
today that its evacuation of
Americans and others from
Beirut Tuesday would be by
road convoy to Damascus,the
capital of neighboring Syria.
The Embassy said 125.
Americans, 36 non-American
dependents and 176 other
foreigners have registered to
go, but the number was expected to increase. The joint
Palestinian-Lebanese Moslem
command reported Christian
forces launched their 61st
tank-supported attack on the
Palestinians' besieged Tal
Zaatar refugee camp after a
night-long artillery barrage.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The-House
Ethics Committee is holding hearings
in its quest for an answer to the $150,000
question: Who leaked the House
intelligence committee reportoto the
news media?
Congress also will be wrestling this
week with a timetable for extending
individual tax cuts as it returns to work
after a two-week recess for the Fourth
of July and Democratic National
Convention.

poenaed, but could be called later.
Members of the disbanded
intelligence committee, its staff and
aides are expected to testify, some
under subpoena.
Flynt told reporters recently that.
investigators do not know who leaked
the report and the hearings may net
provide an answer.

cut for that full period. But the bill
before the Senate would only extend
part of the cut through June 30, 1977, on
grounds the next president should
decide whether to extend it longer.
The tax cut saves a single person
earning $10,000 a year some $151 in
taxes; a married couple earning $10,000
saved $204. For a family of
four earning
$15,000 it is worth $180, and for a family
of four earning $6,000, the cut saves
$415.
The Senate also takes up this week a
proposed "Watergate Reorganization
and Reform Act." It would create a
special Justice Department division to
deal with official abuses like those that
occurred during the administration of
former President Richard M. Nixon.
The House also plans to act this week
on a bill to extend federal-state
unemployment compensation to 8.9
million workers, leaving uncovered
only about one million pers6n-aTinOst of
them farm workers.
The House also will consider a
Senate-passed "sunshine"
bill
requiring federal agency meetings to
be public Unless they deal. with topics
such as national security and personnel
matters.
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By T.G.MOORE
Associated Press Writer

mine, checking for roof falls
and standing water.
Basil Holbrook, chief
electrician at the NO. I mine
before he resigned in 1969,
said the bore hole approach
should present less problems
than the current method.
Holbrook, whose unele is
one of the 11 men entombed in
the Letcher County mine, said
he feels Scotia, a subsidiary of
Blue Diamond, is "trying to
get the mine ready, so that
when they get the water out,
they can open the Mine."

Other relatives of the victims have criticized the
current plan, charging Scotia
with being more concerned
about resumption of mining
than recovering the bodies.
Dye said the bore hole
approach "is an alternative"
that may eventually be tried
"if we run into any problems."
However, he said, any
decision to attempt the bore
hole approach would be made
by company officials in
consultation with government
mining officials.

LOUISVILLE', Ky. (AP) —
The vice president of Blue
Diamond Coal Co.. says a
proposal by Rep. Carl D.
Perkin, 0-Ky.,to recover the
bodies of II men entombed in
a southeastern Kentucky coal
mine is "too ridiculous even to
comment on."
The House, heeding a request from
Ralph Dye, reached at his
President Ford, voted in January to
home in Knoxville, Tenn.,
keep the report secret. It included
Sunday night, said Perkins
details on Navy spying on Soviet
The ethics panel opens two weeks of
"has no qualifications to make
missile tests and information on CIA
hearings today on the leaked report,
such a proposal."
support for factions in Angola, for
which delved into abuses by U.S. inPerkins proposed Saturday
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Geology at Murray State University. Representing Union Carbide are Art Edwards(cen- • ,at his nearby home, Reneer out by experts in the field and
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U.S. Men Sweep Swimming
Event, Russians Cause Fuss

By BOB GREEN
was a 10 all the way," she
AP Sports Writer
said.
MONTREAL ( AP) — The
She responded to the ovation
American men swept their with a shy little smile, a rare
swimming event, the East. occurance for Little Miss
German women dominated Stoneface, returned to the
theirs and the Russians - podium and let waves of sound
started a fuss.
and adoration wash over her.
All were more or less
But while the Russians may
expected in the first full day of have taken a setback there,
competition _ in the Olympic they picked up two of the five
home the first two runs, Joe Games, but the perfect gold medals awarded in
Ruth singled Baylor home and performance by an 88-pound, Sunday's first day of comBando hit an RBI double.
4-foot-11, teenage Romanian petition; the Americans
Angels 8, Orioles 6
girl couldn't be anticipated. scored a 1-2-3 sweep in the
Dave Collins singled home It'd never happened before.
only men's swimming event;
the tie-breaking run in a sixthAnd that's what started the the East Germans got two
inning rally and Tony Selena fuss.
golds — one their first ever in
drove in three runs with a
wornen's.swireming, the sport
homer and single as California
Larissa Latynine, the they're expected to dominate
overcame four RBI by Russian coach whose charges
the quadrennial Games.that
Baltimore's Reggie Jackson, normally dominate gym- run through Aug. 1, and the
including his 11th homer, .a nastics, tossed a disgusted American basketball team
three-run blast that gave the look at the judges who had won handily.
Orioles a 5-4 lead in the fifth awarded
Nadia
little
Mike Bruner, easily spotted
inning.
Comaneci a perfect score of 10 by his shaved head that led the
White Sox 13,Brewers 3
for her performance on the way through the water, had to
Lamar Johnson walloped a uneven parallel bars in the set a world record to beat out
pair of upper deck home runs compulsory exercises.
teammate Steve Gregg,
— his first homers of the
"I question the per- Wilmington, Del., .to win the
season — and Kevin Belt antt formance," said the Russian men's 200-meter butterfly.
Bill Stein added three-run coach, obviously seeing major
Bruner, a 20-year-old
homers to power Chicago over -competition for her stars, Stanford sophomore, was
Milwaukee ace Bill Travers.
Ludthila Toukrischeva and timed in 1:59.23. Gregg also
Johnson's first home run Olga Korbut.
broke the old world record at
came in the opening inning
"I can see a 9.5, but it should 1:59.54. Billy- Forrester,
with two men aboard and, not have been a 10. There were Birmingham, Ala., took the
after Bell hit his fifth homer in some flaws.. It was not -bronze in 1:39.96.
the second inning, Johnson 'perfect," the Russian coach
Long John Nabor, a
blasted another to Kayo said.
towering 6-foot-6er from
Travers.
The judges said otherwise. Menlo Park, Calif., also set a
And the poker-faced 15-year- world record, 56.19 in
old marvel who achieved the qualifying heats for the 100Olympics' first perfect per- meter backstroke but wasn't
formance agreed. "I knew it overly excited about it.

Herrmann Has Seven
I
Hits In Astro Sweep

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Rangers tied the score on
AP Sports Writer .
Lenny Randle's run-scoring
Yogi Berra must give been. single off New York relief aceright when he once wondered Spark)/ Lyle with two out in
how a guy could hit and think the ninth and then beat him
at the same time. Rico Carty, three innings later.
t- you see, doesboth .. but not at
Royals 6, Red Sox 3
thesame time.
George Brett slammed a
Fliur or five times a game, two-run homer and Marty
Cady wields his big _bat as Pattin, making, his second
CleVeland's designated hitter, start of the season, pitched
with an occasional turn at first seven strong innings to lead
base. But most of the time the Royals past the fading Red
when the Indians are in the Sox. The defeat, Boston's
held he's only a spectator.
fourth in a row and fifth in the
- "You have too much time to six-game Kansas City series,
think on the bench," Carty left the defending AL
said Sunday after leading the champions floundering in fifth
__ Indians to a 6-1 triumph over place in the AL East, 13 games
the: Minnesota Twins with a from the top.
pair of two-run homers and a
A's 14, Tigers I
single. -Oh, I know the
Don Baylor and Sal Bando
designated hitter rule has drove in three runs apiece and
probably kept me in the genie, Gene - Tenace homered for
butI don't like it."
Oakland while Paul Mitchell
Carty's slugging display and Paul Lindblad teamed up
powered the In.-baps past to pitch a seven-hitter.
Baltimore and Detroit into Oakland broke open a 1-1
second place in the American deadlock with a four-run fifth
League East ... but 111
/
2games inning as Baylor doubled
behind the New York
Yankees, who lost to Texas 3-2
in 12 innings as the Rangers
snapped a 10-game losing
streak.
Elsewhere, the Kansas City
Royals dumped the Boston
Red Sox 6-3, the Oakland A's
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
big tournament from both a
battered the Detroit Tigers 10AP Sports Writer
prestige and financial stan1, the California Angels
HARRISON,• N.Y.JAP) -- dpoint. It was my first win on
- outlasted the Baltimore
Orioles 8-6 and the Chicago David Graham felt " a little national television."
Graham, whose only other
White Sox clobbered the tense despite a four-shot lead
in the $300,000 Westchester victory on the U.S. tour was at
Milwaukee Brewers 13-3.
.Cleveland in 1972, never
The 35-year-old Carty Golf Classic.
So,
the
30-year-old trailed in the four-day tourblasted his first homer in the
._
third inning off Jim Hughes Australian gave himself a ney. He shot eight-under-par
63 in the first round to tie
and,belted his second in the little pep talk.
"Why should I think _ Canton White. He led White,
fiftlt off Tom Burgmeier. The
Twins didn't get him out until negative or be nervous or Mike Wynn and Larry Ziegler
Burgmeier fanned him in the scared," Graham said he by four strokes after a secondasked himself before Sunday's round 68, and maintained that
seventh.
While Carty supplied the final round. "After all, the margin with a third-round 70.
Sunday, Graham had his
power with his ninth and 10th reason I came here was to
homers and boosted his play well. I was here to win. I lead cut to two after nine
average to .301, reliever Stan was doing what I should be holes, but he mintained his
Thomas won his first start of doing. I came to play and had steady play while Wynn,
the season. Thomas, who has as good a chance as anybody. Fuzzy Zoeller; Tom Watson
-Why should I be nervous or and Ben Crenshaw rallied —
beeo used almost exclusively
but fell short. When it was
as reliever since coming to apprehensive?"
the :majors during the 1974 'The little self-psyche job over, Graham had a threeseaton, allowed eight hits and worked just fine. Graham stroke victory over Zoeller,
went out Sunday, shot a par 71 Watson and Crenshaw, who
struck out seven.
and completed a 72-hole score finished with a 20-foot eagle
Rangers 3, Yankees 2
Joan Beniquez' bloop single of 12-under 272 to win the rich --putt. The second place trio
with two out in the 12th inning Westchester by three strokes. were at nine-under 275.
Miller, who last week won
following an intentional walk He collected $60,000 for his
the British Open, shot a finalto Mike Hargrove enabled effort.
And .to make the triumph round 72 to finish seven
Texas to snap its 10-game skid
behind Steve Hargan's even sweeer, Graham won strokes back at 279, along with
brilliant
pitching. The with a set of clubs he designed defending champion- Gene
himself.
Littler. Nicklaus, never a
It wasn't easy. The threat over the 6,603-yard
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Westchester was a designated course, finished with a 68 and
Sobscribers alio kayo not
event
on the tour. That meant a 280 total. Green, the tour's
received their Momsthat all the stars had to play. top money winner was at 281.
deliver*/ copy of The
With the exception of Lee
Mersey Lesiva & Times by
530 p.m. Meartay-Friday or
Trevino, they were all at
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) —
by 3:30 p.m. on Saturdays
Westchester Country Club — Final top scores and money
Ire ertiod to cal 753-1916
Jack Nicklaus, Johnny Miller, winnings at the 6300,000
betweee 5:30 p.m. and 6
Arnold Palmer, Hubert Westchester Classic oyer the
Ill000kry-Fridsy, or
Green, Ben Crenshaw, Al 6,603-yard, par-71 Westaiester
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Safer.
Geiberger and others.
days, to insure delivery of
Country Club course:
the newspoper. Calk roust
"I don't think I've ever felt
David Graham,$60,000
be pieced by 6 p.m. week
better," said Graham, who
'63-68-70-70-271 Tom
days or 4 p.m. Satin-dart to
now makes his home inWatson,$23,200
paraetee /*livery.
Hollywood, Fla. "This was a
64-72-73-66--275 Fuzzy

Graham Wins By Three
Strokes At Westchester

SHIRTS
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u
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GOOD
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'‘I;A:NTS,SKIRTS,
BLOUSES,
:4:11kufS 3/169
GOOD
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.THURSDAY
20 21 22

1 mix cm
MATCH

Zoeller,$23,200
66-7249-68-275 Ben
Crenshaw,$23,200
69-68-69-69-275 John
Mahaffey,$8,795
71-70-69-67-277 Brian
Allin,$8,795
70-68-72-67-27 Ed
Sneed,$8,795
$8,79751-67-71-68--277 Mike
Hill,
65-72-71-69-277 Dan
Sikes,$8,795
70-69-70-68-277 Miller
.
Barber,$8,795
6948-70-70-277 Rik
Maseengale,$8,795
70-71-68-68-277 Larry
Ziegler„$8,795
68-67-71-71-277
AUTO RACING
BRANDS HATCH, England
- James Hunt became the
first English drivet in18 years
to win the British Grand Prix,
defeating Austria's world
champion Niki Lauda.
CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION,
Mich. — Gordon Johncock
edged Indianapolis 500 winner
Johnny Rutherford by 1.6
seconds to take the Indy-car
portion of the twin-200 races at
Michigan International
Speedway.

-That sweep did a lot more
for me than my own record,"
he said. -It was just sheer joy
to see it."
The Americans' only other
medal came as a poor second
— some 10 yards back of the
East German women's world
record 4:07.95 in the 400-meter
Shirley
relay.
medley
Babashoff, Fountain Valley,
Calif., swimming the freestyle
leg, won a duel with Canada's
Anne Jardin, to give the
UnitedStates the silver. •
"It was our first," said East
Germany's Kornelia Ender,
one of the products of a concentrated government athletic
training effort. She left unsaid
the obvious fact that it Won't
be their last. The East German worsen hold world
records in 12 of the 13 Olympic
swimming events.

one time.
"I was surprised with the
ease with which we won," said
Coach Dean Smith.
The Russians were undismayed, however, and
rolled over Mexico 120-77.
In
another
game,
Czechoslovakia
whipped
Egypt 103-64. The Egyptian
players took the court just
moments
before
their
government in Cairo ordered
the team home, making it the
27th to pull out of these
politically-plagued Games.
Most of them, more than 20
African nations, went out
Saturday in protest of New
Zealand's participation. They
have objected to a New
Zealand rugby team's_ tour of
racially-segregated South
Africa. Guyana became the
first Western Hemisphere
team to pull out Sunday.
The International Olympic
Committee was meeting
Monday and the possibility of
sanctions against the teams
that withdrew was a likely
topic for conversation.

The American basketball
team, which lost its only
Olympic game in the controversial finals at Munich in
1972, started the road back
with a convincing, 106-86
victory over Italy, a team that
beat Olympic defending
champion Russia in the
European championships."I'm sure Russia has to be
awed with what they saw 7-T4IALt—
today," said center Mike
first T-Ball game
the
In
Kupchak of North Carolina,
Reds beat the
who tossed in 19 points. Adrian Saturday, the
21-19 margin.
a
Cards
ley
Dantley'of Notre Dame scored
Carey Alexander ripped a
20 and Scott May of Indiana 16
Mark
as the Americans ran up a triple for the Reds and
three-bagger
hit
a
Galloway
lead that reached 30 points at
for the Cards.
rn the second game, the
Yanks came out ahelid of the
Mets37-28. .
Chris Bryan, Marc Wilson,
and Dusty Darnell each had a
triple for the Yanks.
.For the Mets, Stephen
Lovett smacked a triple. •
In the last action, the
Pirates stopped the Cubs 2521.
Chip Farmer had a homer

The Russians picked up
their two golds in flyweight
weightlifting and the 100
kilometer team road race,
winning the cycling event in
2:08.53. Poland and Denmark
followed.
Alexander Voronin, a
Siberian factory worker, tied
his own world record with a
combined lift of 242.5 kilos
(533.5 pounds) for the gold in
flyweight weightlifting.
Gyorgy Koszegi of Hungary
was second and Mohammad
Nassiri of Iran third.
An East German student,
Uwe 2otteck, won the free
pistol gold medal with 573
points from a possible 600.
Harald Volmar, also of East
Germany, was second with 566
and Ragmar Vollmer of
Sweden third with 562.
Among Monday's gold
medal events were four in
swimming, the women's 100meter freestyle and 200-meter
butterfly, men's 100-meter
backstroke and 200-meter
freestyle, small bore rifle and
another weightlifting final.
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Baseball Results
and two triples to lead the
Pirates as teammates Tony
Wade, Mickey Jones, and
Chris Elliot each added a
triple.

A
•

Scott Abell had a homerun
for the Cubs. Chris Byrd, and
Black Francis had .11 triple
apiece.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Kevin Calvin smacked a
homerun to lead the Cubs over
the Pirates 6-5.
Daren Hooper was the

Ju
th;
. se.
".
an
th.
ea
vi,

winning pitcher
Vic Marshall was the Toffng

A.
at

pitcher.
The Cards gained a victory
by a forfeit from the A's.

to
31
r:

'Festival of China
FREE DEMONSTRATION
Saturday
1:00

Tkursday
10:30, 2:30,6 PM

20% Off ON All WOKS

FOOTBALL CAMP—Football Comp participants receive instruction in the football fundamentals
of running and tackling during the football phase of the Summer Youth Program at Murray State
University July 12-17. Pictured (left to right) are: Tim Lone,. student at Murray High School and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lone; Terry Gamer, St. Louis, Mo.; Murray State head football
coach Bill Furgerson; Larry Kohler, Windsor, Mo.; and Kirk Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Warren of Murray.

Johncock And Foyt Win Twin
200, Pikeville Driver Hurt
By MICHAEL GRACZYK
Associated Press Writer
CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION,
Mich. (AP) — Fuel was the
crucial factor Sunday as
Gordon JoAcock outlasted his
rivals to take the 200-mile
lady-Car half of the U.S. Auto
Club's Twin 200 races at
Michigan International
Speedway.
But in the stock car half of
the twin bill, brute power and
survival of the fittest allowed
A.J. Foyt of Houston to take
the checkered flag.
After days of careful
tinkering with special tires,
delicate superchargers and
suspensions, empty fuel tanks
spelled doom for Foyt and Al
Unser, both of whom ran out of
gas while leading the
championship car race.
Even
Johncock,
who
collected $17,550 for the victory, gambled late in the
contest that his fuel would
hold out. His pit crew wanted
him to come in for fuel when
the yellow light came out with
seven laps left. Car owner Pat
Patrick shouted over the radio
to stay on the track.
Johncock decided to remain
at the-front of the pack. -When
they told me to come in, I'm
glad I didn't" he said. "I
didn't know how much fuel we
had left.,"
Chief mechanic George
Bignotti said two gallons
remained when Johncock
pulled into victory circle. "The last pit stop we
weren't able to get all the fuei
Bignotti se,id. "We were
worried."

While Johncock's crew was
worried, Foyt and Unser were
trying to decide where their
mathematics went wrong.
Foyt's crew decided to pass
a pit stop during an early

yellow.
"We figured it was better to

stay out and take our chances
rather than to go to the back of
the pack as we would have had
to if we had stopped," said car
owner Jim Gilmore of
Kalamazoo.
Their chances for victory
soured when Foyt ran out of
gas on lap 32.
"I just guess we didn't get
the mileage we figured," Foyt
said. He was two laps down
before rejoining the chase. By
then, Unser and Johncock
were swapping the lead. But
Unser's fuel-starved Cosworth
sputtered on the 74th lap,
leaving just Rutherford and
Johncock on the same lap.
While Johncock nursed his
fuel, Rutherford ran out of
laps. Foyt wound up third with
Johnny Parsons fourth and
Roger McCluskey fifth.
Johncock's 165.033 miles per
hour was a record for the 200mile MIS feature. McCluskey
held the old mark Of 181.146,
set in 1973.
Meanwhile, Foyt survived
the wild stock car half of the
program, straying away from
Butch Hartman of. South
Zanesville, Ohio, and Terry
Ryan of Davenport,Iowa.
The race-was stopped for
one hour and 10 minutes on lap
76 to repair a guardrail in turn
two ,a,ter_ Ferrel Harr4s of
Pikeirille. Ky., tangled with

Bob Whitlow, a former Detroit
Lions football player from
Pontiac, Mich. Whitlow's
Dodge went completey
through the steel barrier and
tumbled down the outside
track embankment.
drivers
were
Both
hospitalized. Whitlow
sustained a fractured kneecap
while Harris was released
after treatment of a wrenched
neck.

(Thurs., Fri., Sat., Only)

10% Off On All
SAUCES, SPICES, NOODLES, ETC.
Call 753-5679 for Registration

The
Panhandler
Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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'The Quiet Company presents the

1976
Summer Olympics

Tourney To Open
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The National Junior Clay
Court Championships are
scheduled to get underway
today at the Louisville Tennis
Center.
The field of 128 singles
entries includes players from
33 states and several foreign
countries.
The United States Junior
Davis Cup team has again
defending
entered
and
champion and Junior Davis
Cupper Jai DiLouie will b4
back in the No. 5 seed to try
retain his title.
GOLF
HARRISON, N.Y. — David
Graham of Australia carded a
final round par 71,for a 72-hole
total of 272, and went on to win
the $300,000 Westchester
Classic by three strokes.
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Judy
Rankin scored an easy fitIh
stroke victory in the $70,000
Ladtee- Professioanl Golf
Association's Columbus
Classic, matching the tournament's low round of 67
Sunday

NOW ON ABC-TV
Channels 2,3 and 7
Brought to you by

Ron Beshear

John Wise

The

Dave Travis
Mike Roby

304 North 4th Street
753-4140

Company
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American Olympians Passing
Out Bibles To Other Athletes

people
are
talking
about . .

Athletes," the runner said. Jesus Christ," he said.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Rhonda' Brady, 16, from
"When
one of the members
AP Special Correspondent
Ind., said she started
Gary,
did
as
John
Naber
MONTREAL - Mite competes,
the two-inch Bible in
wearing
the
in
night
Sunday
Johnson, a kayak racer,
a good luck charm
as
sbcte
her
around
we
pass
,
backstroke
brought along a bag full of
-Now I take it out and read it
to
ask
and
cards
everybody
Bibles in various languages
at night," stieadded.
pray for him."
which he discreetly deposits in
Johnson, 35, a€o,ta Mesa,
a
6-foot-6
collegiate
Naber,
jumper
the dining hall. Triple
Calif., fireman who is been
the
from
University
champion
Tommy Haynes trades Soviet
.of Southern California, refers canoeing for six yelts.,12
language Bibles to the
to himself as an "idealist" and decided on an evangelistic
Russians for swap pins.
effort before he came to
not a "Jesus freak."
Teen-age Rhonda Brady
•
Montreal.
best
the
be
"I
to
wanted
-sized
hurdles with a stamp
got Bibles in the
"Mike
I
couldn't
and
person,
possible
Bible in her right shoe, and
do it without turning my life to language of several countries
Madeline Manning Jackson,
Eastern
especially
the former gold medalist in
European countries such as
the 800 meters signs all
Romania, Hungary and
▪ a run-scoring autographs with the words,
followed with
The Murray American Winchester.
Poland," said Miss Jackson.
"Running for Jesus."
Legion baseball team split a In the fourth frame, Murray double.
"He will grab a spot next to a
Scott
frame,
fifth
the
in
But
A small but dedicated core
twinbill with Scott City, Mo., made it 3-0 by adding another
Hungarian or Romanian at
and a of Americans have brought a
Saturday at Holland Stadium. pair of runs. Catcher Mickey City used four hits
breakfast, strike up a confour spirit of evangelism to the
In the opening contest, Scott McCuiston opened the inning Murray error to post
versation and then take out
and
board
the
Olympic Games, gaining
City ripped Murray 7-2 but in with a single, Danny Rogers more runs on
Bible, saying,'Read this.'
the
from the widespread recognition as
the nightcap, Tony Thurmond walked and after one man was that chased Miller
Ky. (AP) - He always leaves the Bible
MURRAY,
the
in
hit
key
The
"The Bible-Toting Yanks" Murray State University has behind."
fired a three-hitter to give the out, Thurman walked to fill mound.
frainewas a two-run double.
and "Uncle Sam's Gospel . announced
locals a 5-0 victory for the the sacks.
25-game_ Haynes, 24, of Nashville,
a
Paul Robertson walked to Mu--rray'l only'other run of
split.
for the Tenn., brought 20 Russian
schedule'
basketball
seventh
"I am not ashamed of what I 1976-77 season, including three Bibles and has been passing
Thurmond chalked up 13 force in a run and after two the game came in the
Thurman
Bob
when
inning
r
Walked,
push
WIntheste
to
believe and I don't try
strikeouts and had five walks were out,
in Raymond it on anyone," said Madeline, tournaments and the season- them out to his friends
in going the route in the driving in the final run of the singled to drive
Con- wearing the Communist
Sims who had singled and the leggy middle distance ending Ohio Valley
second contest. Scott City had inning.
t.
ference
emblem of hammer and
tournamen
second.
runner from Cleveland who
men on base in every inning Murray added single runs in stolen
26
Nov.
open
will
The
season
sickle.
five complete won the 800 at Mexico-City in
but never had any serious the fifth and sixth frames, Miller hurled
with the Tipoff Tournament in
gave
and
Murray
for
innings
1968.
threats going. Only once did both without RBI hits.
New Orleans, where Murray
Joe Graves
May Proud
Miss Jackson, 28, is a gospel will compete with the
they get a runner past second The most generous Scott up all seven runs.
innings,
two
final
the
nine
up
hurled
gave
corps
mound
City
singer and Salvation Army
base.
MONTREAL (AP) - Scott
and fanning worker who likes to refer to Ukiversity of New Orleans,
Murray gave Thurmond all walks to Murray in the con- not allowing a hit
Northeast
and
State
of Indiana scored 16
Illinois
May
four men.
herself as the "Prayer Louisiana.
WE DARE YOUthe support he needed in the test.
in America's 106-86
points
Murray
leaves
split
The
hits,
Warrior." She usually leads
bottom of the first when Bob Murray had just four
in
Italy
to taste LANZIS'
_
parover_
later
will
victory
racers
The
record.
season
the services in the American ticipate in the Las Vegas basketball and declared:
Thurman walked and later one -apiece- by Thurman„ with an 11-14
added"
been
Nut & Rice Crunchhave
Cashew
games
Two
and
McCuiston
r,
quarters - as she did Sunday Classic against host Nevada- "I've been dreaming about
scored on a double by Steve Wincheste
to the schedule.
Served_as an after-dinner
Raymond Sims.
morning - and sometimes Las Vegas. Bradley . and playing for my country since I
In the first contest, Scott- Murray willhost Clarksville invites her opponents to a
-4feco-en Arneucon_AirlInes_
was a little boy and watched
City jumped on Murray to a 7 p.• m. single game prayer session before a major Oklahoma.
television.
on
Olympics
will
the
nt
OVC
It's
delicious'
Tourname
The
southpaw Mark Miller for Friday in: Holland Stadium race.
can get4hurt walking
Austin
You
4-5
at
March
held
be
the
it for
Sunday,
-come
on
then
and
opening
the
in
runs
three
"Many of us are members of
in _ down the street but playing for
frame and that was all the regular season will close as the Fellowship of Christian Peay State University
sample..:
tasting
free
the'United States of America
Clarksville, Tenn.
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP) - visitors needed in cruising to Murray visits Clarksville for a
once-in-a-lifetime
a
is
The complete schedule:
gingle contest.
Judy Rankin says reaching an easy 7-2 win.
-November: 27-27, Tipoff opportunity." Many top
the $200,000 plateau in single- Scott City had three hits in
First Game
college players passed up the
_Tournament at New Orleans.
Murray
season money winnings is the opening inning with a twoab
at
Olympics because of what
Kansas;
1,
r:
-Decembe
"
"possible, but not probable, run single with two out being Th urman-ss
4 0 2
4, Butler; 8, Missouri injury might de to their
4 0 0
Muss/row-et
and she could be on her way to the biggest blow.
2 0 1
Thurmond-lb
Southern; 11, Arkansas professional careers.
that mark.
Murray cut the Scott City Bayless -11
3 0
College; 13, Roosevelt; 15,
3 1
She boosted her' season's lead to 3-1 in the bottom of the
3 0 2
Wha.hestet-t.
Troy State; 18, Livingston
her
with
$110,614
earnings to
2 0 0
Second as'Miller led off with a Oakley-3b
State; 21-22, Las Vegas
3 0 0
Winchester MeCuiston-rf
victory Sunday in.the $70,000 double and
3 1 1
The first annual Murray, Classic.
Stms-2b
Ladies Profelpional Golf
.0 0
Mother:
Club
Country
I-.January: 8, at Morehead
00
1
-114ton Columbus Classic,
Assoc
Grayes9
29 25 Daughter doubles tennis
Totals
10, at Eastern KenState;
and the season is barely half
300 040 0 7-7-1
Scott City
By The Associated Press
the tacky; 15, Tennessee Tech; 17,
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Speedline.
BY GARY HUDDLESTON
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation Executive
Secretary John W. Koon has
two
urged , Kentucky's
senators to vote-- against a
industry
oil
proposed
divestiture bill.
The measure, which would
force oil companies to
separate their production,
refining and marketing
functions, is sponsored by
Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh and

Senate
other
several
Democrats.
In a letter to Sens. Walter
Huddleston and Wendell Ford,
Koon said the mandatory
break-up of the nation's 18
largest oil companies would
be extremely disruptive, could
raise gasoline prices and
would not be in the best- interests of agriculture.
Farm Bureau's top national
officer, Allan Grant, recently
said that divestiture would be

"We don't mind a little
mud on our shoes:'
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 7334402

4_

You don't have a lot of extra time to spend
In town. So we make your place our office.
Your Production Credit man depends on
on-farm contacts to keep him up to the
minute on local conditions.
It-puts him-.in a_ better position- to under.stand your .money needs.
After all, hitrbelsiness is to
provide_ you with farm
credit service.
The go ahead people

• • News Notes For Farmers

Tobacco
Boundaries
Proposed

USDA Revises Grade
Standards For Wheat
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ATTENTION I
MR,FARMER

When Can I Begin,
To Receive Payments?

-firo

Murray
Bank of
FDIC

Here are the Gus Roberstons, father and son taking delivery of two new Ford Trucks from Carlos Jones
and Parker Ford. The Robertsons own and operate eleven Ford trucks on their farms.

WE AT PARKER FORD HAVE \A LARGE
INVENTORY OF FORD TRUCKS, LARGE AND
SMALL, FOR IMMEDIATE -DELI-VERY There may be one to suit your particular needs.

See us before you buy. Buy now
and beat the price increases.

PARKER FORD
Seventh and Main Streets, Murray

If
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Getthe best deal now on the
cost-cutting champthe new Loadstar Binder.

Mark Wilson Named
Winner of DeKalb Award

Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. AlbeffeWilson of Murray
Route Three, was recently
named winner of the 1976
Dekalb
Agricultural

Soo your International Harvester Noise.

Taylor Motors
Inc.
S.Oh St.

753-1372

F i'M MACHMER so". e
-4

I

SALES AND SERVICE ON
_

.-----4-

EOU1PMENT
. ..

ITS TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT
FOR THE FINEST SELECTION OF

FIELD-READY COMBINES
AND CORNHEADS
IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
*NEW MACHINES CARRY THE SAME
AS FACTORY WARRANTY.
* USED MACHINES HAVE THE BEST
WARRANTY AVAILABLE...BECAUSE YOU
BOUGHT IT AT THE RIGHT PLACE.
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!

H

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 247-6020 MOW 753-1452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 111 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD,KY

Mark Wilson
Accomplishment Award.
The award; spoliSnred by
Dekalb Ag Research, Inc., is
presented to the outstanding
senior
vocational
in

departments
agriculture
around the country. He was
chosen for the award on the
basis of his scholarship,
leadership, and supervised
farming program.
Wilson is a 1976 graduate of
Calloway County High School
where he was local president,
regional vice-president, a
member of the National FFA
Courtesy Corps in 1975, and
winner and recipient of many
FFA contests and awards. 1*
received the State Farmer
Degree in 1976 and was winner
of the Governor's Soil Conservation Contest.
His farming program
consists of beef, hogs,tobacco,
and corn. He plans to attend
Murray State University and
major in agriculture.
As this year's Dekalb
Accomplishment Award
Winner, his name will be inscribed along with previous
winners on a special honors
plaque provided by Dekalb Ag
Research, Inc., a supplier of
hybrid seeds, poultry and
swine breeding stock, and
livestock marketing services.

Bei? Indemnity
Program Explained
The
Secretary
of
Agriculture is authorized to
make indemnity payments to
beekeepers who, through no
fault of their own, lose bees as
a result of the use of approved
pesticides near or adjacent to
the property where the
beehives are located.
In order for a beekeeper to
qualify for a payment, in the
event he suffers a loss, he is
required to notify the ASCS
office in writing before July 15
each year of the location of
each apiary and the number of
colonies and queen nuclei he
maintains at each apiary.
If you discover damage by
pesticides to your bees, notify
the ASCS office immediately.
Without prompt reporting and
inspection you will not be able
to prove the cause of the

damage. New payment rates
are $22.50 for a destroyed
colony, $15.00 for a severely
damaged colony, and $7.50 for
each queen nucleus destroyed.
You will be required to pay for
the inspection.
We suggest that you
maintain records for use in
making claim for indemnification of loss in case
you subsequently suffer loss
or damage to your bees from
pesticides. Such records
should include (1) production
of honey and queens,(2) sales
of honey and queens, 3)
purchases of bees or queens to
replace killed or damaged
colonies, i 4)all data related to
pollinating services, and 5)
any other data which relates
to loss of income from damage
caused by pesticides.

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture

Having reached the mid
point of our Bicentennial
year, it seems appropriate to
mention that one of the
greatest free market successes
in the history of the United
States is that of agriculture.
"Give us a market and
renumerating prices and we
can raise an amount of
produce that will astonish the
world."
This was a statement made
by a New York farmer more
than a century ago, and he
has been proven right with a
vengeance. Today, according
to the American Enterprise
Institute, American farmerS,
even after feeding the people
of the United States, export
60 percent of their wheat and
rice; 50 percent of their soybeans; one quarter of their
grain sorghum and one-fifth
of their corn. As a matter of
tact, the United States provides half of the world's
wheat.
In the past 36 years in ihe
United States, agricultural
output has increased by 75
percent-but what seems to
bp a paradox is the fact that
in that same length of time,
U.S. farms and farm workers
have decreased .by two-thirds.
This, in case anyone doubts,
can be confirmed by checking
U.S. census figures.
With only four percent of
is porulatiOn engaged in agriculture, American farmers
two years ago exported .$21
billion worth of food. "ln
comparison, the Soviets, who
have 26 percent of their
population working on farms,
had to import one billion
dollars worth of wheat to
feed their people.
While true that incentive
has always been of major
importance in U.S. agricultural production levels,
several other things must also

be taken into cotislderation.
For instance, our superb soil
and climate conditions must
be counted in. Then there is
that close cooperation between the farmer and gardener and the horticulturists and
agricultural specialists of such
land grant institutions as the
UK College of Agriculture.
Through this cooperation,
better methods et farming
have replaced the old. Better
seed and more productive
crops have been developed
and utilized and better breeds
of livestock introduced.
Mechanization has likewise
played an important role with
_improvements being made
from year to year in the efficiency of farm machinery.
The last 35 or so years
have been marked by a
decided reformation in the
farming operations of this
country, and today, the
American farmer is again-or
still-being called upon to
play an even larger role M
helping to feed a hungry
world. As he has ever been,
he still stands ready to do the
lob that needs to be done. He
has .the knowledge, the
ability, and the willingness to
do the job, but as it was in
the day of the New York
farmer mentioned earlier in
this article, he needs and
must have the incentive in the
forin of a fair and balanced
return for his i ncrealied
effort._ .

The Power You Need... When You Need It!
When you purchase a new Case Tractor, and for any reason:. Irbreakt
dOwt1
during your peak production seasons (tillage, planting, harvesting)—and we can't
repair it within, 48 hours, you'll be supplied
a loaner tractor. You can use this tractor
absolutely free until your unit is ready.
That's Assured Availability, just another
reason when you lizok for tractor power,
you should look at'Case. See us today!

McKee![EV
Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut 753-3062

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Boyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne Feed Dekalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
if Trade sad Prices of Corn,Soybeans and Wheat,

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 733-3404
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

Summary Of Milk Order
Statistics Is Released
ATLANTA,Ga. — The U. S. Service (AMS), federal milk
Department of Agriculture marketing orders regulate
(USDA) has issued its annual prices to farmers for more
compilation of "Federal Milk than 60 per cent of the milk
Order Market Statistics."
sold to plants and dealers in
The new bulletin sum- the United States, and for
marizes data published in about 75 per cent of the
monthly reports during 1975 amount consumed as fluid
on quantities of milk priced milk and cream. The orders
under the orders. It sum- help
maintain
orderly
marizes prices and uses made marketing conditions,
of milk, including sales of reasonable prices to farmers
various fluid milk products. It and a steady supply of milk for
also includes formation on the consumers.
number
of
Single copies of "Federal
handlers,
marketing area population Milk Order Market Statistics
and gross values of milk.
— Annual Summer for 1975,"
According to USDA's Statistical Bulletin No. 554,
Agricultural Marketing may be obtained by postcard
request from the Office of
Communication,
U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250

Now thru July 30...SAVE BIG on these,'
and other new Massey-Ferguson models

1.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists in
the UK College of Agriculture

Model

Potatoes are ,available in
many different for-ins, so be

Torn Scruggs, Kenneth Green

Owen Billington, tennis Hale

These successful farmers received checks
for recent hail damages to their tobacco.

ARE YOU COVERED FOR HAIL DAMAGES
TO YOUR CORN, BEANS, AND TOBACCO?

Successful Farmers Do Business
With THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
•
" Bet-Air Center 7534751

sure to compare prices and
buy the least expensive nrcle
that will suit your purpose.
According to UK Extension
specialists in consumer economics, instant mashed potatoes usually are the least
expensite. Next are raw potatoes or plain canned potatoes, then frozen french fries,
and then boxed potato mixes.
Potato chips are the most
expensive- 10 to 15 times as
expensive as instant mashed
potatoes.

When trou find a good buy
on_bread, buy samal.loaves
and freeze them, UK Esters. ,
sion specialists in consumer
economics suggeat.

YOU SAVE

MF 265 Tractor

ir*

MF 428 Cultivator (2-row)
0-•

MF 11 Wheel Loader
MF 711 Skid Steer Loader
MF 50A Backhoe Loader

$1,20o00
$20000
$500®
$1,000®
$1,000®

We offer personalized MF financing plus complete parts and service backup.

MP
MersewfFemme,

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co,
Industrial Rood — 753-1319

am...4.r%
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Pt %N.; is

7

5IR, THE KIP 'ENIMP
ME CAu.f0 ME A NAME.

PHONE NUMBERS

TELL HIM TO SHUT UP
OR I'LL CRACK HI5
BINDING AND DiM
HI5 OVTLOOK!

LIOU HAVE A COLORRX
li.1M OF TAL(ING,5iR

' -ardour-a-

NANCY
THIS HEAT 15
Aw FuL--I'LL REST
ON THAT CAKE
OF ICE

ICE
PLANT

lab

-8.

ApJoint
The
prenticeship Committee of the Four
Rivers District Council of Carpenters and
Associated
the
General Contractors
of Western Kentucky
are accepting applications for the
Carpenters Apprenticeship Program.

15. Articles For Sale

LEDGER 8 TIMES

ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports'
Retail Display ad:
vertising 753-1919.
Classified 'Display,'
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
Office. may
reached On 7531916 and 753-1917

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display,. must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
iptibliallion.
reader
All
classifieds _piust be
submitted. by .4 p.m.
-Ftefore
day
the
publication.

•
BEETLE BAILEY
,a.41)01,
Plot AA0,,
Not4:1 rrua.44.1orr.tr
wink,
-,mjsate

I ?MIL 4itni C6=--

Ai.wA-r5 PA-r5 To
COMPOSE .E'rrE 5
youg ming, ink:NM
160trnt,16

THE PHANTOM

-- HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

(c) The applicant
must have sufficient
educational preparation to complete
the
satisfactorily
required related instruction.

(e) The applicant
Must meet such
entrance
other
as
qualifications
shall be established
by the Joint Apand
prenticeship
Training Committee,
and, or, the Local
Joint Committee.
(f) The applicant
must have completed
the General Aptitude
Test Battery administered by the
State Employment
office no later than
August 9, 1976.
( g) The applicant
shall be a High
School graduate or
the
establish
equivalent of the
same.

YOU WINO ME
seAuTiFuL. A Dm IT
IT, mys-rewious
mAN

(h) Apprenticeship
applicants who meet
above
the
qualifications will be
notified by mail, at
their last-known address of the time and
place to appear for
an interview.
Selection of Apprentices shall be
made on the basis of
rmalifications Mon*,
without regard to age,
race, creed, color,
sea, or national origin.

BLON DIE

Hawaii
Georgia
._Texas
New Jersey
Panama
Europe

North Car
California
Alaska
Colorado
Washington
New York
South Carolina
Massachusetts •
Maryland
Korea
Virginia
Kansas
Kentucky
And many other exciting
and interesting places.

TYPE
CABINET
'STEREO, black and
• white cabinet T. V. used
living room suite:priced
to sell. Call 753-4069.

LAMBS' DISCOUNT
Shoes, new shipment of
men's shoes and boots.
We also have women's
Nature Sole shoes,
wedges, Easy Street and
sandals. Call 489-2550.

Wallpaper & Custom
Draperies
at the

, Bel-Air
Decor Store
Cerster

WHAT WE dt best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753
6333.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society .
.753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Copcerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
6 Help Wanted
Waitress
Kitchen
Personnel
apply in person
lerry's
Rest rant

ONE16" POWERMATIC
planer with 3 phase S
h.p. motor. Also has
grinding atknife
tachment. For information call 7534960
after 5.

If you qualify yoit'll be

guaranteed where you
work, plus the job you'll be
trained in.

SK Bob Cook
Collect 247-4525

d) The applicant
must be physically
able to perform all'
the work required of
the trade.

7-19

•••117

( a) The applicant
mast be at least 17
years of age.

WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2;.2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
SNAILS
cushion floor in 9 and 12 SLUGGS,
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
WOOD fungis, mold,
choose from. Call 793roaches, insects and
4566. We deliver.
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelly
and Pest
30" FAN IN frame, good Termite
condition. Reverse Control,753-3914
switch. Belt driven. Call
753-3022.

s Job
Openings in:

MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Shopping
Air
Bel
-- Center.

Join the people
who've joined the Army.

16. Home Furnishings

Am Equal 00 ,E.010f.

MEAT WRAPPER and
for
maker
salad
delicatessen. Apply in
person at Owens Food
Market, 1407 W. Main.
Before 10a m. please.

QUEEN SIZE BEDSPREAD with matching
curtains and chandelier.
Call 753-7827.

C0R LINGL
POR A TION -P ar is,
Tennessee has immediate opening for
experienced draftsman
with bacityroand in
construction drafting.
For further information
§nd an interview contact
Don Denison at 901-6429161.
JOIN ONE OF THE
fastest growing industries. If you are over
21, married and can sell,
call us. Our people are
making over $300 per
week. Call Padcuah,4434595.
FULL
BABYSITTER
time, 5 days weekly to
care for 2 year old child
in my home. Must have
own transportation and
able to do light
housework. References
if available. Call 7533493.
SHORT ORDER COOK
wanted 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Apply in person at
Inn
University
Restaurant.
10. Business Opportunity
HIGHLY
A
HAVE
profitable and beautiful
jean shop of your own.
Featuring the latest in
jeans, denims and
sportswear. $13,500
includes beginning
inventory, fixtures, and
training. Call anytime
lot' Mr. Wilkerson at
(501)568-5125.
RESTAURANT IN N. W.
Tennessee city located
intersection 2 heavily
traveled highways. Buy
fixtures lease building.
Closed Sundays. Sales
over 3190,000.. year.
Priced for quick sale.
Contact • Byerfincler,
Sikeston, MO
14 Want To But

LIL' ABNER
THE HOME OF
CHICKE
FOA MIN61-1AM
-THE mosr
pAzzLINO
PF-BUTANTE
OF MIDGES
7rANAIK/52,47T04--:

TH4TCHEAPSOCIAL,
CLIMER OUT-')'

WANTED USED AIR
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-1551 or 7539104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale.
COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
- -FEATNERREDS
WANTED, duck and
goose Highest prices
ever. Write tfox mg, sr,
Charles, Kentucky
42453. nlVe location. Will
call.

27. Mobile Home Sales

WE BUY used mobile
35 H.P. MERCURY.
homes. Top prices paid.
electric start with
and Spur Trailer
Saddle
controls. $200.22 Caliber
Paducah. Call
Sales,
Smith and Wesson, $165.
442-1918 or 443-8226.
$110.
caliber
Rifle 243
Telescope, $40. Call 75329 Mobile Home Rentals
7827.

MEN- AONSIN

DEPARTMENTS

1. Apprenticeship application forms are
available at the office of the Associated
General Contractors,
1930 North 13th
Anyone
Street.
wishing to apply for
this program must
do so by August 9,
Applications
1976.
will be accepted between the hours of
1:00 p.m. and 5:00
pin. CDT.

(b) The applicant
must satisfy the
Joint Apprenticestilp
and Training Committee and, or, the
Local Joint Committee that he has
the abilify to master
the rudiments of the
trade.

WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.

SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 7535550.

FOR THE

2. Apprenticeship applicants must meet
following
the
requirements:
- 07.1•••••
11.•••••••••••

20 *Os Equipment

14. Want To But

Welted

4

NOTICE

\\

6. Help

2 Notice

2 Notice

Unfinished
Furniture L
Custom
Kitchen Cabinets
" at the

Beale
Decor Store
Iril-Ahr Carnes

TWO COUCHES for sale.
Best offer. Call 753-0149.
ELECTRIC RANGE, 1
yea, old. Continuous
cleaning oven. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4183.
KITCHEN TABLE and 4
chairs. Call 753-8382
after 5 p.m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tor*,
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
18. Sewing Machines

Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES a SERVICE

753-5323
Bel-Air Crater
19. Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah,Ky.
1954 FARMALL "C"
tractor. Includes sickle
bar, plow, and old time
harroo. Tractor in
excenent condition. Call
767-4056
20 Sports Equipment
15' RUNABOUT with 35
h.p. engine. Bred new
trailer used once. $550.
Call 753-6476 or can be
seen at 509 South 8th.
SL 7. HONDA FOR sale
Sears 5 h.p. outboard
motor Realistic Super
maximum base CB
antenna and coax. Call
753-2958.
14' RUNABOUT WITH 4
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer $300. 1965 Mercury, air condition. 2200
Call 7634085.

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Reparis

38. Pets

Supplie

SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.
White and black. $40
each. Call 435-4360.

NICE 10 a 50 all electric,
air condition, $90 per
month. Call 48E02595.

TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
RABBITS FOR sale. Cali 753-7564.

NICE TWO BEDROOM_ -HIGH BRED SETTER
trailer behind Seven
bird clog puppies. Call
vu...as Restaurant. Call
7534504.
753-0946.
TWO REGISTERED
12 x 58 two bedroom, all
Irish Setter pups. Eight
electric home, fully
weeks old. Also 1 male
furnished, carpeted, air
white Poodle, 5 Months
condition, unerpinned.
old. Call 753-8881 or 753of
1 111 miles East
9457.
Murray. Available 18 th
7674055.
of July. Call
REGISTERED
WLAKER hounds. Call
31 Want To Rent
436-5650.
LOOKING FOR FUR
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.

Kelley's Termite

MINIATURE POODLE.
Male. Phone 753-3041.
43 Real Estate

NEW
ANOTHER
LISTING at KOPREALTY
PERUD
new
Kirksey,
in
located
100 South 13 Stre•t
3 bedroom, PI bath
Flies, Rooches
home with central heat
Silver Fish S Shrubs
member
FACULTY
NEW
air, located on large
and
753-3914
Phone
would like to rent 2-3
lot with nice garden
' house,
bedroom
area. Priced at only
furnished.
preferably
$17,900. Phone 753-1222,
Would prefer quiet
KOPPERUD REALTY,'
neighborhood near - for all your Real Estate
University or country.
Needs.
Call 762-2401.
LYNN GROVE AREA 6 room frame home and
32 Apartments For Rent
93 acre farm. Includes
24 Miscellaneous
well and septic tank. 30
UNFURNISHED TWO
acres,are tillable and 25
duplex
bedroom
acres in timber. House
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
apartment. Kitchen
except
is approximately 2 years
made any siz for antique
furnished
old. Call 753-8080 or
$150
beds or campers. Buy
atorrefriger
come by 105 N. 12th,
direct and save on all
monthly. Lease and
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
Call
required.
mattresses, Helthopedie
deposit
ESTATE.
or foam. WEST KY.
753-3493.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
FIVE ACRES UNDER
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1Rent
FENCE with metal
For
443-7323.
"
barn. Shadecf3 bedroom
Nice furnished apartbrick home with a 16 x 40
5
or
ments for 2-3-4
FOR SALE KENMORE
utility building. Three
college girls or boys.
washer and dryer. 2
town.
from
miles
753or
753-5365
Call
years old. Excellent
$36,000. Will consider
5I0$ after óp. in.
condition, $200. Also 1961
trade for house inlown
Chevrolet pickup with
Call 753-8500.
8
for
apartment
Large
camper. Can be seen at
girls. Each has private
Cherry Comer, second
NINE ACRES located
bedroom and living
house on left past
within two and a half
n
room. For informatio
Methodist Church.
miles of Murray on the
Call: 753-5165 or 753Old Salem Rad. Four
5103 after op. m.
CHIFFEROBE, rocker,
bedroom brick home
dresser and chest of
with large living room,
FOR RENT NICE 1
drawers, toy Jumping
with fireplace, two
,
apartment
bedroom
horse, small childs desk.
baths, full basement,
refrigerator,
stove,
Call 753-6508.
conditioned
air,
water furnished. Inquire
baseboard electricat 1414 Vine St.
steam heat. this is a
quality built home. Five
Latex
BEDROOM
TWO
acres are fenced for
House
apartment, stove, air
cattle or horses. Fruit
condition, available
Paint Sale
trees. Priced in the mid
Couple
1.
August
C.
JOHN
30's
preferred. References
NEUBAUER,
2 gal
required. Call after 5 p.
REALTOR 505 Main
m.753-7457.
Street, Murray, Ky., 753Bel-Air Decor
0101 or 753-7531.
Store
APARtFURNISHED
Bei-Air Coater
MENTS, one or 2
FOR ALL YOUR INbedrooms. Also sleeping
SURANCE or Real
rooms, Zimmerman
Estate needs. Call
Apartments. South 16th
Wilson Insurance and
REX'S WORM FARM,
Street, call 753-6609.
Real Estate, 753-3263.
(HighRoad,
Irvin Cobb
Across from Post Office.
way 7321, red worms.
34.Houses For Rent
Night
canbdian
2
LISTED,
JUST
Crawlers. Phone 436COUNTRY HOME - 33
country home
Bedroom
p.m.
5
after
5894.
acres, 3 bedroom, 8
242 miles southwest of
buildings: $125.00 per
is
Home
Murray.
26 TV Radio
month. Family only.
Situated on beautiful
Immediate. Call 7534281
tree-shaded one acre lot
19 INCH PHILCO color
after 6 p.m.
on quiet country paved
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
road. Priced to sell at
before 4 p. m. or all day
TWO •
BEDROOM
$14,500. Phone KOPThursday and Saturday.
HOUSE, large lot.
PERUD REALTY, 753Broad Street Extended.
1222 for competent.,
BLACK AND WHITE
$125.00 month. Family
courteous real estate
14"
TV
portable
only. Call 753-5281 after 6
service.
aluminum fishing boat
p.m.
and trailer. Call 75343. Real Estate
6556.
37 livestock - Supplies
Pest Control

HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.

$15"

23 CHANNEL CB base
station with power mike.
Call 437-4254.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 TWO bedroom
mobile home, gas heat.
Underpinned, eight
tiedowns, air conditioned, will sell furnished or unfurnished.
Also 10 x 10 Sears
building. wired. Phone
itted Riviera
753-8227, loc
as
•

PALAMINO SADDLE
mare with colt. Also 4
wheel wagon. Call 7537494 days, 753-7263
nights.
HORSES FOR SALE.
horses for
Gentle
anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.
38. Pets

Supplies

ARC REGISTERED Old
English Sheepdog
pimples. Call 7534412 or
753-0967 after 4 p.m.

1972 CHALLENGER,
fully furnished, carpeted and gas. Located
ART REOESTBREDat Riviera Ct. Very . Doberman, male, exreasonably priced. Call
cellent blood lines. Call
753-6983.
789-4183.

FEATURED THIS -.
WEEK
Charming executive typi
home in Canterbut
Shad':
Estates.
backyard with cede
fence, lovely landscape(
lot. House has al
tures
desirable
I, buil
including d
in range
hwasher
ctor,
c
and
bedr
wit
ths, tar
oom
famil
fireplace, car garage
paved drive, has centr,
heat and air, wall to will
carpet. Large lot in Cib
School District. Call fill
apprithtffent TO-see
GIN SPANN REALTY
901 Sycamore St., 7511
7724.
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31E...44296.
48. Automotive Service

46. Homes For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
large bedrooms,3 baths,
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, mile
off blacktop. Priced in
,low 40's. Call 753-7625.

HILL ADAMS FARM -48
icres. 45 tendable. On
Backusburg-Coldwater
Rd. Call 489-2126.
46 Homes For Sale
ill

FIVE ROOM BRICK
house, built-in oven and
range, electric heat,
large dry basement, BY OWNER - Extra nice
attached garage. 3.65
3 bedroom,' 2 bath,
acres, 8 miles from
kitchen-den comMurray. Call 436-5479. - bination, good location.
Call 753-8673.
FOR SALE NEW 4
bedroom house nearing
completion. Buy now
and choose your carpet
color. Call 753-3903.

1.

OP
.T Y
new
bath
heat
arge
rden
only
1222,

state

and
,udes
k. 30
nd
louse
fears
o
12th

1973 see YAMAHA, new
FOR SALE BY OWNER-3
engine, best offer, good
bedroom brick, central
condition. Call 753-8911.
heat and air, bath and
half, wall to wall carpet,
1973 HONDA CB 350, good
hardwood fenced in
condition. $650. Call 753yard, large lot, nice
5563.
subdivision. Call after
4 : 30
weekdays,
weekends anytime, 753- 1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
good condition.
4023.

1974 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent conditior.. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
condition.
excellent
$3,550 or best offer. Call
753-7750 after 5.
X,
GREMLIN
1973
automatic, $1,775. IA
aluminum boat and
trailer. $250. Call 481)2595.
1974 PINTO WAGON,new
tires, extra clean,
factory air condition,
tape player and extra
good speakers. Real
clean. Extra good
shape. Call 753-7699 or
753-4123.
1976
NEW
BRAND
Cadillac Coupe DeVille,
fully equipped. Call 7535315 from 8 till 5.

11775 HONDA 480F Super
Sport. 32100 miles. Call
753-8443 after 5.

DER
neta

'TOO

6 x 40
Three
own
isider
town

cated
i half
th
Four
horn
room
two
ment
oned
ctric
is a
. Five
i for
Frui
e mid

Main
•., 753-

4 acres
3
HOUSE AND 5/
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body BRAND NEW Chaparral
100 CC trail bikes, $375.
shop. On Ilighwap 641
While they last. Phone
North, 4 miles out of •
753-0978.
Murray. Call 753-5618.

),„,,
Bankroll Card
I Iii,,,„111„/

Punched Thi% Week
Jim Adams Food liners

1978SCOUT-excellent.
Four wheel drive. What
you always wanted. Call
753-5281 after 6 p.m.

072

DODGE pickup.
Short wheel base, step
side bed, 38,600 miles.
$1,550. Call 435-4305.

1973 BUICK LE SABRE,4
door sedan, local car,
excellent condition. New
tires, 48,5410 miles. Call
753-5945 after Ip. m.
1968 FORD CORTINA, 4
speed. Call 767-4053.
CHEVROLET
1911
pickup turck. See at C &
P Body Shop. Highway
121 South.
1963 PLYMOUTH, good
condition. $150. Call 4362294.

SPECIAL
8Post Office Cats
1973 Identical Valiant Dusters, 6 cylinder
automatics, 6,000, to 8,000 miles, sold new by
Taylor Motors. Colors: black, gray, blue, red,
gold,light green, dark green.
Starting Price $2,400.00
To be reduced $100.00
each week until all are sold
White Valiant- SOLD

INReal
Call
and
1-3263.
)ffice

GPM pick set Me IN rho wont

Firm Prices-No Trade-Ins

See David Taylor at...

Taylor Motors
Inc.

2
home
est of
is
!.
iutiful
re lot
paved
;ell at
KOPP, 753etent„
estate

,

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

1171 FORD van, Hi-back
swivel seats, new G-60
tires, rocket wheels,
needs body „work and
transmission. Call 7536781.

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
spot,2 miles South of Bel
Air Shopping Center on
641. Call 753-0154.

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
1976 needs your listings.
Subdivision at Junction
Call 753-1651, if you are
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick, interested in selling
your property.
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility, 47. 'Motorcycle%
and 1% baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting 1974 X1,, 358 HONDA, new
tire and chain. $505.
throughout. Good
Must sell. Cell 753-8046.
location. Phone 753-7857.

e.

1964 THUNDER BIRD,
errunaculate. $850. Call
753-0703 after 2:00.

4
ONE
SPACIOUS
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-7853,

THREE BEDROOM
house on large lot
located near Penny
Community, just off
Airport Rd. Call 7535067.

Ca11

49 Used

So. 4ti St. - 753-1372

1374 PINTO RUNABOUT,
1 owner car, 25 m.p.g. 4
speed. $1700. Call 4892570 or 753-5984.
1962 FORD PICKUP
truck, % ton, needs
engine. Also separate
engine. $300. Call 4362173.
•
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles,5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seeking 35
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
excellent condition.
$650.00. Phone 753-5151
or 753-1621.
1973 CHEVROLET K-5
Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power. steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call
753-2385 after 5 p.m.

"Cleaning Is
Qur Business"
749
913LT1 I'M war AN uNcommrciw DELEGATE.
I'M HERE "TO GIVE AN ES-I-IMAM ON RECARPETING THE POWDER ROOM

49 Used Oars 8 Trucks
1975 DATSUN 610. Four
door, 4 speed, factory
air, AM-FM stereo tape
player, many other
extras. Like new. $3,795.
Call 753-0986.
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
hardtop, power brakes,
steering and air. $325.
Four chrome reversible
wheels for Ford or
Mercury, $40. Call 7537827.
LONG WHEEL BASE
pickup truck. Camper
top.$50. Call 489-2510.
1967 CHEVROLET Vs ton
pickup, V-8. $325. Call
753-7430 after 5 p.m.
1975 DODGE RANCHARGER SE .440,
headers, cruise control,
air, much more. $5500.
Call 1443-1268 Paducah,
after 430 weekdays,
anytime weekends.
50 Campers

3 Piece Group
SOFA - CHAIR - LOVE SEAT

pl. Services Melee

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1- 3548161 or 1-354-8138.
ALUMINUM DOORS and
plate glass, store front
work, storm doors,
windows and screens.
Insulated glass, mirrors
and glass shelves and
table tops. Window glass
and
screen
replacement. Free
estimates, mobile
service, pickup and
delivery. M & G Complete Glass. Phone 7538210 or 489-2423.

ALT,

75.

199®
Murray FOfflittire Mart
Court Square

7534676

CARPET
NSTALLATION $1.00 per
sq. yd. All work
guaranteed. Call 4742789 or 474-2357.
CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake lot, swimming pool,
dog pen, etc. Complete
installation at discount
prices. Free estimates.
Paris,901-642-3620.
•
KIRBY CARPET CARE
.. clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs
come clean by steam
c 1 ea fiTtir
Free
estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
PAINTING,INTERIOR
and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 7538343.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

DRIVEWAYS, turnarounds, parking area.
rocked and
White
graded. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 p.m.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6764,
day or night.
ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi
Burger.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates. ,

54 Free Column

WANTED ELDERLY FREE TWO YELLOW
and white-male kittens.
lady to keep in state
About thrce months old.
approved home. Call
Playful and sweet.
753-6392.
Desperately need good
CARPENTER REPAIR, homes. Call 753-3535
after 4:30
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 436-2476.
FREE-Six of the cutest
most lovable
MOBILE HOME anchors, and
puppies that you'll ever
custom underpinning,
see. About six weeks old.
and
patio
porch
Three are males, solid
awnings, car porches
Three are
black.
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m. females, black, brown,
and white spotted, their
Jack Glover.
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
CONLAKELAND
curled over their backs.
STURCTION backboe
Were abandoned at the
work in Baywood,
new City Park and are
Panorama Shores area.
now under the care of
White rock delivered
the Humane Society.
anywhere. Call Ross,
These pups all have
436-2505.
sweet and frtendIT
dispositions and appear
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
be in excellent health.
to
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Call either 753-3904 or
Parks.
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading back:filling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

GREY AND WHITE
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
753-3994.

Would you agree with me that during the time in which
we live a little extra money each month would be veiy
welcome. And if you can get this extra money doing
Something that is interesting, challenging and important,
then I think you will agree that it would be worth looking into.
That is just what we're offering you in the Army Reserve
here in Murray. A good part time career with all the benefits
of a full time career that cannot conflict with our present
job or educational pursuit
Mr. Green, Reserve Career Counselor for Western Ky. will
be in Murray, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday July 20, 21,
22, to talk withAn_yone about their part time military career
in the Army Reserve. We have openings in Murray for male
or female both prior service and non prior service.
Memo 753-7848,9-5 Appointment

Dial-A-Service
Thi, alphabetized page will run weekly -- dip it from
the paper and ‘a%e for hand? reference)

••

S.*
••

Electrical Wiring, Residential & Commercial
,`

Installations& Service
24 Hour Service

474-8841

Fire
753-1441

753-0984

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish di Shrubs

Oriunrs
WO.M.40.11
CUStOon mat were..

502-492-8837
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

8 Pest Control
100S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914
Poison
Control
Center

753-7588
Mercy
Professional
Ambulance
Corp.

753-933,2
PROFESSIONAL
DOG GROOMING

Hinman's
Rentals
We

traan MAK Wm
awn a* ossk Ina to* woe
took caw* to* sal*
MOW SM.

753-5703
802 N 18th Street
Murray.

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Ser-

Poodles - Schnauzers
and Cockers

Police
753-1621

1-.-.1301 Chestnut Murray,,
Ky.
*Mom

1

If you do not receive
your paper please call

Commercial, residential, industrial &
Refrigeration.
We service all &ran-

753-1916 I

ds!! r

Paper
Hanging
Painting

753-0961
Residences,- commercial. Canvasing,
Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.
While You Wait
duplicating

groomed and bathed
Call Betty Beshoar for
appointment.

753-5397

- 753-8841

102S. 4th St.
Murray,Ky.
RADIO, TELEVISION IL CI
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

Murray Calloway
County Hospital
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6932

Murray
Ledger & Timms

Quality Service
Company
7$3-8290

Clippod
Any Dog

753-5131

vice

753-3134
753-3303
757-6T77

Carrier

Kelley's Termite

Prices start at $386.00
Complete,floored.
ready to use.
Large stock to choose
from. Built to order

Steil Now maser. lem
V *trer prim Men twee

753-7203
Anderson Electric
& Fred's Repair

Custom-Built
PortableBuilding

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free esamate, call 5537238.

For all complete full site cars delivered
to...
Junction Hwy 68 & 80
Baran,Ky
For Pickup Service
Call 474-8854

Services Offered

EXTRA INCOME

DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
Bucy
Mark
lime.
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 7535795.

B AUTO
SALVAGE
$35

•

753-7753

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free
estimates. Over 30 years
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

HIS
7e typ
erbuC
;ha
cedd
sea pea
is al
Lures
I. buil
71ash411

Whim toe need typifies,
equipment or service colt us.
Cleesing is west we knelt
Mist. We hove meow dimmers
sad Mims clag crime**,
foe rem, et if pie figerWI
e:11 clew pier carnts end
floors is, yee.

IMHOME
BOB'S
PROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
Minting, cement work.
tall 436-2502.

1969 POP UP CAMPER,
16 ft. sleeps six with
stove, sink and icebox.' EXPERIENCED
Good condition. Call 753babysitter wanting to
5499.
keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
1963 SCHOOL
BUS .
camper. Self contained, FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
good condition. Call 753at 753-2310 for free
4955.
estimates of your needs.
W TRAILER, cgrnper.
. '
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
LICENSED electrical
prompt efficient service. No job too small.
51 Services Offered
Call,Ernest White, 7530605:
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, slauminurn
bailing
vinyl awnings. CUSTOM HAY
or
combine.
custom
and
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 753-8090. -Call 492-8647.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001, Phone day or
idght 442-7026.

with Herculon Cover

lar4i
will
,arag,e
centre
to will
in Cib
nil fcp

GUTTERING
tsY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your
ugspecifications. Call
Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
-refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

FOUR CRAGER mag
wheels. See at Hicks
--Body Shop,8 a. m.to 5 p.

1

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

Another View

474-8841
Anderson Electric Inc.
eery $4 lest
TOSS.,
•m en.••
sad Timm •a. S. II II p. S.
M. mai S. Ono/ Soo. sal
lase.

Between 5:304 6:00

If it lies en engine we
specialize in its repair

753-9437
East Side
Small Engine
Hwy 94 East

Appliance
Repair

753-3037
Dunn Furniture
T.V.
Appliance
Murray, Ky.
447,irIpool

Quasar

MOBILE HOMEit
UNDERPHINfD

753-1873
after 5 p. m. or weekend& Your choice pf _Color
materials.
and
Hurricane Straps.
•

— —
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I Deaths and Funerals I Investigation To Be
Mrs. Woods Dies At B. K. Trevathan Is
Dead At Age 78;
Hospital; Funeral
Scheduled Tuesday Funeral Tuesday

Completed Shortly
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
An investigation is expected to
be completed shortly into
allegations made against a
member of the governor's
staff, acting Corrections
Commissioner John L. Smith
has said.
Smith said State Police are
checking allegations that
Phillip Veno used prisoners
and state-owned materials to
improve his new Frankfort
home,
Veno had no comment except to deny any wrongdoing
and State Police refused to
discusaihe matter.
Smith, who is state
Secretary of Justice, has also
announced that his search for
a new corrections commissioner and for a new
Eddyville
Penitentiary
warden is continuing.
He said more than 40
"excellent, qualified people"
have applied for the warden's
job, which will be filled before
a new commissioner is hired.
After the applications are
screened, Smith said he will
make his recommendations to
Gov. Julian Carroll, who will
make the final decision on the
appointments.
Smith also said that state
reformatory inmates assigned
to the governor's mansion will
be more carefully screened in

future, following an incident
June Gin which a trustie was
stabbed in an argument with a
fellow inmate.
Frank Hamblen and Tyrone,
Cole, both of Jefferson County,
got into an argument while on
duty at the mansion. Hamblen
was stabbed in the chest and
back with a paring knife and
was hospitalized for several
days.
Gov. Carroll and his family
were out of town at the time of
the incident.
A Corrections Department
spokesman said inmate§
chosen for the elite assignment will be more carefully
selected in the future.

Officials Say New Clues May
Lead To Capture Of Kidnappers
LIVERMORE, Calif. (AP) —
their bus and herded into two small
Investigators say they have compiled
vans near the Madera County town.of
Chowchilla, a small farming comnew clues which they believe will lead
munity in the heart of the San Joaquin
to the capture of three men,who kidValley. •
naped 26 Chowchilla school children
Their captors drove them nearly 100
and their bus driver.
The 27 escaped unharmed about 28
miles to a gravel quarry near Liverhours later.
more in Alameda County in the
southern San Francisco Bay area encl.,
We have a gut feeling that we are
forced them into an underground
getting closer," Madera County Sheriff
bunker constructed on an old truck bed.
Ed Bates said Sunday.
The captives dug their way out FtidaY
At the Alameda .County sheriff's
night after the three masked men left.
office, Lt. Ed Volpe said detectives had
been given information by a man in
Composite drawings of two suspects
Sonora, 65 miles northeast of the kidnap
and detailed descriptions of all three
scene, "that pinpoints where (the
men believed responsible for tile kidsuspects) were on specific dates last
naping were released Sunday 'arcing
. with one complete and one partial
year."
And Jack Baugh, criminal division
license number of the two vans.
chief for the Alameda sheriff's office,
While investigators searched for
predicted authorities would be able to
three suspects, Bates would not rule out
identify one or more of the abductors
the possibility "four were involved."
today or Tuesday.
He declinedto elaborate.
"Right now we're optimistic that our
Despite progress, Bates was angered
investigative leads are developing
by the FBI's withdrawal from the ease
toward some positive information that
Saturday.
we think will take us to a suspect," said
"Their sudden and unexpected withBaugh.
drawal in the middle of the inBut despite "an astronomical amount
vestigation left a vaccuum that was
of physical evidence," Baugh admitted
very difficult to fill and taxed the
that investigators still had not
resources of the state and county and
established a motive. "The only thing
hindered our investigation," Bates said
we have at this time is a kidnap," he
in a telegram Sunday to U.S. Atty. Gen.
said. "As to whether it was by terrorists
Edward Levi and President Ford.
or for ransom,I don't know."
The FBI said the case was not in its
The 26 children and their driver, on a
jurisdiction since no state lines were
homeward-bound run from summer
crossed or a ransom demanded.
school, were forced at gunpoint from.s
Bates received three photographs

B. K. Trevathan of 216 Irvan
Mrs. Elizabeth Woods of Street, Murray, died Sunday
1318 Main Street, Murray, at two p.m. at the Murraywidow of Ralph H. Woods, Calloway County Hospital. He
former president of Murray was 78 years of age and had
State University, died Sunday been in ill health for some
at 7:20 p. m. at the Murray- time.
Calloway County Hospital.
The Murray man, a retired
She was 73 years of age and farmer, was formerly emwas preceded in death by her ployed by the State and
husband on September 25, County Highway Depart1973. She was a member of the ments. He was a member of
First Christian Church, and ' the West Fork Baptist Church.
one of the women's dorMr. Trevathan and his wife,
mitories at Murray State, the former Myrtle Roberts,
Elizabeth Hall, was named in who survives, were married
her honor.
October 25, 1917. Born October
Born November 4, 1902, in 28, 1897, in Calloway County,
••••••St
Ballard County, she was the he was the son of the late
daughter of the late John R. Walter Trevathan and Anna
Harkless AV Mamie Nor- Mae Stevenson Trevathan.
Wigton Harkless.
Survivors include his wife,
Prices of stocks of local tntereet it noon
today furnished to the Ledger & nmee by
Mrs. Woods is survived by Myrtle; three daughters, Mrs.
I SI Solon Co area folio.,
one daughter, Mrs. David Norman
(Kathleen)
( Anne) Varble, . and three Culpepper, Jackson, Tenn.,
Industrial Avg
+.90
grandchildren, ,Ralph, Mrs. Marvin (Dorothy)
Airco,
33%
+Si
Elizabeth, and Mar)1 Varble, Harris, 1640 West Olive Street,
Amer.-1.4
Jeffersonville, Ind.; one Murray, and Mrs. Wanda
Ashlaii
A.T.& T.
57% +41
sister, Miss Mary Harkless, Morris, 801 Vine Street,
Ford
56% -ill
Miami,Fla.
Gen.
64. AA
Motors
Murray; two brothers,Gaylon
n +Ws
Gen.
Tire
The funeral will be held Trevathan, Murray Route
Goodrich
211%
%
Tuesday at two p. m. at the Seven, and Euin Trevathan,
Gulf Oil
254 unc
Pennwalt
34%
-%
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Rickman,Tenn.
27 As
Quaker Oats
'Funeral Home with Dr. David
Republic Steel
3Ps.. +%
Also surviving are eight
singer
24%
C. Roos officiating. Burial will grandchildren, Jerry Don
Tappan
-%
be in the Wickliffe Cemetery.
!Western Union
19% -%
Culpepper, Humboldt, Tenn.,
Zenith
34% +%
The family requests that Timmy Culpepper, Jackson,
expressions of sympathy take Tenn.,
Malcolm
Mrs.
the form of :donations to the (Shirley) DeMundrtsn,
Ralph H. Woods Memorial Roanoke, Va., Mrs. Larry
Scholarship Fund.
(Linda) Gilmore, Gallatin,
Friends may call at the Tenn., 'Mrs. Jimmy (Rita)
funeral home after sever'13.ms_L_Stroud, Paducah, Mrs. Kevin
tonight ( Monday ).
(Shelia) Pasbrig and Mark
Morris, Belleville, Ill., and Jill
Republican National Con- said privately that he will be
By The Associated Press
Morris, Murray; four great
who still are on the unable to win the GOP
vention
President
Ford
plans
to
grandchildren.
"fence."
entertain
presidential nomination.
still-uncommitted
Funeral services will be
-_ The Democratic team,
The newspaper said some of
held Tuesday at two p.m. at delegates at the White House
pre*Sidential nominee Jimmy these aides feel Reagan's
the chapel of the Blalock- this week, while challenger
Carter and running mate chances for success were lost
Coleman Funeral Home with Ronald Reagan will be digging
Walter Mondale, relaxed 10 days ago when Ford
some
post
holes
for
fences
at
Rev. Jerry Lee officiating and
his California ranch and during the weekend. Carter captured a majority of North
Mrs. Shellie Lamb of 106 Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
was at his home in Plains,Ga., Dakota's 18 delegates.
South Tenth Street, Murray,
Active pallbearers will be telephoning delegates to the
and
Mondale vacationed at a ,
However, ,Michael K.
died Sunday at 6:45 a. m. at Jerry Don Culpepper, Timmy
friend's cabin in Minnesota Deaver, the Reagan camthe Murray-Calloway County Culpepper, Larry Gilmore,
and went fishing.
paign's chief of staff, denied
Hospital. She was 87,.years of Jimmy
Stroud,
Jamie
With four weeks left before that North Dakota had been a
age and the wife of Carl Lamb Trevathan,
and
Pat
the convention in Kansas City, setback,
telling
The
who died March 12, 1950.
Treva6an. Honorary
Ford took a day off from Associated Press, "I believe
The Murray woman was a pallbearers will be members
delegate-hunting Sunday, we got in North Dakota
member of the Seventh and of the Men's Adult Sunday
attending church in the exactly what we planned for."
Poplar Church of Christ. Born School Class of West ' Fork
Two
Murray
State morning and spending the
Deaver said the campaign
November 16, 1888, in Church.
University professors will afternoon on the golf course.
staff will prepare a daily
Calloway County, she was the
Burial will be in the Murray
He invited delegations from memo with a list of undaughter of the late James E. Memorial Gardens. Friends lead a seminar on the rural
elderly at an aging conference New York and New Jersey to committed delegates for
Harmon and Amy Burnette St. may call at the funeral home.
to be held at the University of White House receptions this Reagan to telephone.
A
John Harmon.
Kentucky July 18-22.
week as he personalized his
Neither Reagan nor any of
Survivors are one daughter,
Dr. Wallace Baggett, efforts to win over the final his aide( would say exactly
Mrs. Joe Bruce (Sue) Wilson,
director
of the Division of delegates he needs.
how the expect to pull off
Hazel Route Two; one son,
Social Work, will present a
Reagan today started what their upset, how they are
Seldon Lamb, Murray Route
paper entitled "Services and he said would be a two-week going to defy the numbers in
Four; one brother, Harley
Programs for the Rural vacation at his 688-acre ranch the delegate count.
Harmon, IndianapolisId.;
The funeral for Mrs. Noble Elderly," and Dr. K. M. in the coastal mountains near
"I'm optimistic, but I don't
two grandsons, Bruce Wilson
P.) Cox of Kirksey George,associate professor of Santa Barbara.
(Johnnie
think anyone will really know
and David Lamb; five great
was held Sunday at two p.m. sociology, will present a paper "I think I've got some more until the first ballot is coungrandchildren.
at
the chapel of the Max entitled "Rural Elderly fences to put up. I'll be digging ted," Reagan said in an inThe funeral will be held
Needs: An Assessment."
some post holes, generally terview on the flight home
today at four p. m. at the Churchill Funeral Home with
The conference is jointly working around the place," he from Salt Lake City.
Rev.
John
and
Jones
Rev.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
sponsored by the Kentucky said after the last 55 of 2,259
But Reagan and his aides
Funeral Home with Bro. John Charles Yancy officiating.
Department for Human delegates to the convention listed seven states where they
Music
was
Robertson,
by
Gus
Dale officiating and singers
Resources, the Commission on were elected Saturday in Utah say they have especially good
from the seventh and Poplar Jr., soloist.
hopes of winning uncommitied
Pallbearers we
Coel Aging, and the University of and Connecticut.
Church providing the song
Kentucky.
delegates: Mississippi, New
The
Compton,
selection
Carl
of
Usrey,
Rupert
delegates
to
service.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of the Aug. 16-19 convention Jersey, New York, PennMcCuiston, Hugh Johnson,
Serving as pallbearers will
the Center for Continuing ended Saturday with Ford sylvania, South Carolina,
Smith,
Billy
Oliver.
and
Max
be A. G., Bobby, Charles Ed,
Burial was in the Goshen Education at Murray State, sweeping all 35 in Connecticut Virginia and West Virginia.
Billy, and Terry Wilson, and
said the university has been and Reagan taking all 20 in
Deaver said he believes the
Cemetery.
Bobby Lawrence. Burial will
awarded a $2,000 grant to Utah.
remaining uncommitted
Mrs.
Cox,
age
74,
died
be in the Green Plain
With all 2,259 delegates for delegates are people who find
Friday at 8:30 a.m. at her develop and conduct the
Cemetery.
home. She and her husband, seminar session on the rural the` convention now selected, both Ford and Reagan acwho survives, were married elderly. Seven other state The Associated Press count of ceptable, and that the issue in
February 24, 1926. A member universities will also par- announced or mandated their minds is whether Ford or
of the Kirksey United ticipate in the aging con- delegate votes shows 1,066 for Reagan stands a better
Ford and 1,020 for Reagan, chance of beating Democratic
Methodist Church,she was the ference.
with 172 uncommitted and 1 nominee Jimmy Carter.
daughter of the late William T.
Extended recent interviews
for Sen. Howard Baker, Rand Genora Cornell McCallon
Tenn. It takes 1,130 to win. The by The Associated Press with
Survivors are her husband,
Funeral services for Mrs. Noble; one son, Allen G. Cox,
AP count does not include about one-third of the unNelse Waggoner of 900 Olive Memphis, Tenn.; three
those merely leaning toward committeds show that issues
Street, Murray, were held sisters, Mrs. Clay Smith, Mrs.
are generally taking a back
one or the other.
Sunday at three p.m. at the Joyce Beach, and Mrs. Paul
With Reagan trailing Ford seat and that these delegates
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Pierce, all of the Kirksey
by 46 votes, the nomination is are trying to figure out which
Funeral Home with Dr. James area; one brother, Hollie E.
An evening undergraduate in the- hands of the 172 un- candidate would be more
Fisher officiating. Mrs. Ann McCallon, Murray Route One; course entitled Construction committed delegates, many of likely to beat Carter in
Doran was soloist with Mrs. three grandchildren, Mrs. Materials for area people in whom have met or talked on November.
Bea Farrell as organist.
The uncommitted list
Johnnie Lee Belote, Allen H. the construction industry is the telephone with both
Pallbearers were Laverne Cox, and Sanders Thompson scheduled at Murray State Reagan and Ford in recent electability, the opinions of
Wallis, Joe Pat Ward, W. J. Cox.
their constituents and what
weeks.
University July 21-Aug.6.
Pittman, Owen Billington,
The Washington Post the candidates do during the
Bill Whitaker, assistant
Fells Dunn, and Bill Harrell.
professor in the Department reported today that some next month as factors most
Burial was in the Murray City
of Engineering and Industrial unnamed "top aides and likely to influence their
Cemetery.
Technology, said the .course, supporters" of Reagan have ultimate choice between Ford
Mrs. Waggoner. age 84, died
and Reagan.
Jack McConnell of Alton, which will meet from 5:30 to 9
Friday at 8:30 p.m. at the HI., age 70, died Thursday.tie p.m.
The arithmetic at this point
through
Monday
Westview Nursing Home. A was formerly from Calloway Thursday,
seems definitely in Ford's
consist
will
member of the First United County and was the son of the primarily of the inspection
favor, with the President
Methodist Church and Circle I late Emma and Mont and testing of construction
needing 46 fewer votes from
of the Church Women,she was McConnell.
the uncommitted pool than
materials such as concrete,
the wife of J. N. Waggoner
Reagan in order to reach
His wife, Mary, preceded steel, wood, and asphalt.
who died in 1951. Born him in death four years ago.
Much of the work will inRetired military persons 1,130.
February 2, 1892, in Graves
Survivors include four volve the actual testing of from all branches of the arCounty, she was the daughter children; two sisters, in- construction materials in a med forces living
in the
of the late Thomas Wooton and cluding Mrs. Orville (Ruby!,. laboratory situation.
Kentucky-Barkley
Lakes
Nora Collie Wooton.
Fulcher of Murray Mute Six;
The course, Industrial Region are invited to attend a)
Survivors
are
two one brother; three nephews, -Education 281, carries three meeting called to form
Federal State lOarkeit News Service July
an 19,
-.0.
1976
daughters,. Mrs. Prentice Vernon 'ulcher of Granite semester hours of un- organization to give
retirees in Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
(Mary Lou) Lassiter, 900 City, Ill., James Fulcher of dergraduate credit. Students the area a unity of
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations
purpose Receipts
' ACT $W EST *XI Barrows &
Olive Street, and Mrs. Ralph East Alton, Ill., and Joe who enroll will pay the and expression in
matters Gills 50e-750 lower Sows 7Se to mostly 50e
(Nelle) McCuiston, 206 North Fulcher of Betholto, Ill.:.four standard tuition fee.
directly affecting their lower
$47 50-47 75
US 1-2 206430 lbs. .
10th Street, Murray; one son, nieces. Mrs. Ethel Banks and
Whitaker said anyone who is retirement, according to LIS
1429-240lbs. ...
14700-4730
._ Dr._ Ray Waggoner, Fort Its. Ruth Morris, East Alton, interested in the class and has Retired Capt. Albert B. Smith. US 2424940lbs. . .
$4€.a-4700
$45.25-46 25
US 34soap lbs. ..
Mitchell; two grandchildren, Br;Mr-s. Marjorie Myers and not regIsterarltri advance May The meeting is
scheduled •Sciai - - — .-1
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Duncan Waggoner; two great
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from Alameda County which Baugh
said were of "possible suspects."
Baugh believed there was a "good
possibility" one of the three was involved in the kidnaping.
Bates held off showing the three
photos to any of the children, however,
until more photographs of possible
suspects from the Chowchilla area
could be gathered.

Bequest...
(Continued from Page 1).
1923. After one year of practice in
Louisville, he went to Nashville, Tenn.,
as a veterinary surgeon for the
Southern Weighing and Inspection
Bureau of Atlanta, Ga.
, During his 25 years in Nashville, he
also served as a veterinary surgeon
with the Resettlement Administration
daring the Roosevelt Administration,
and as city veterinarian in charge of
meat inspection for the City of Nashville.
He moved to Hopkinsville following
his retirement in 1949, and with exception of three years during which he
served as an assistant state
veterinarian with the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, had been
retired.
A licensed veterinarian in Kentucky
for more than 52 years, Or. Bohannon
also held a law degree, as did his wife.
Mrs. Bohannon practiced law for more
than 20 years before her death.

FordvReagan Make Plans To
Seek-UncommittedDelegates

Mrs. Shellie limb
Dies; Rites
Being Held Today

MSU Professors
To Lead Seminar
On Elderly At UK

Funeral Services
Held Here Sunday
For Mrs. Cox

Final Rites Held
Here Sunday For
Mrs. Waggoner

Construction
Course Set
At University

Jack McConnell Is
Dead At Age 711

Retired Armed
Forces People
In Area To Meet

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Officers of the Humane Society of Calloway County for 1976-77 are (front row, left to
right) Eva Crank, Carol Barrett, Pat Baker (back row) Irma Lafoilette, Richard Baker,
Evelyn Bradley, Floris Wood, and Keith Heim. Not pictured were Jean Blankenship,
Bobs Hopper,and Jerrie Parkin.
Photo by Debbie Gadberrs

Appointed To
Hubbard Staff
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Ricky A. Lamkin, of Hickory,
will join the staff of U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Kentucky) on August
1, 1976, as a congressional
intern.
Lamkin, of Route 1,
Hickory, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Conley Lamkin of
Hickory.
from
graduated
He
Mayfield High School in 1972,
served two years in the United
States Army in the Panama
Canal zone, and is presently a
student at Murray State
University.
While a student at Murray
State University, he has
consistently been on the
Dean's List. He served on the
University Committee
Structure and is active in
Student Government. He is
also a member of the Young
Democrats Club.
Lamkin is a member of
Sigma Chi Fraternity at
Murray State University.
sa

Dr. Tesseneer Now
Assistant To NKU
President Albright
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, formerly of Murray, has been
named as assistant to
President A. D Albright at
Northern Kentucky University. He was formerly vicepresident for academic affairs
at the university.
Albright has also asked Dr.
Tesseneer to head up the study
and evaluation for accreditation with the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools at NKU.
Dr. Joseph Price, also
formerly of Murray, who had
been acting academic affairs
vice-president, has been
named assistant to Dr.
Tesseneer.
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FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
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THINK ABOUT IT!
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By KENNEIN IMES

People and nations have known good times and bad.
No matter what the social, economic or physical status
is or will be, a crisis or confusion will always
exist
somewhere for some people.
A criais and confusion is a part of living. Each of us
must face some sort of crisis or confusion sooner or
later. To face a crisis requires courage - and
courage is
a personal matter. Courage can not be
leased,
borro^ ed or bought. It must be drawn from one's self,
for one's self. And when courage is shown, it
often
draws out the courage in others. When courage is
shown confusion can and often does disappear.
Zver since time began, the greatest source for
courage has been traced to a foundation on a
faith.
Faith creates hope. Without faith and hope, courage is
difficult to come by. In spite of dark clouds - faith, hope
and courage will always be the means to let us see
the
rays of stInshine again...

J. H. ChurchrIlluneral Home
201 Seiitli 3/11
753-2411
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